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Port I 

Raw Materials 

U,OI PROCUREMENT 

Current Receipts (UNCLASSIFIED) 

Uranium concentrates received by the United States during the July-September quarter 
totaled 7,588 tons of U,08, approximately 9 percent less than the receipts for the previous 
quarter and about 45 percent more than for July-September 1957. Domestic deliveries were 
43 percent of the total receipts. (End of UNCJASS~FED section.) 

Table 1 --United States Receipts of U,O( (short tons) ~~~~~~‘&?,,..~‘~~ .L-4. --- -- - . ..__ _. __._ --.-.-- -_ 

April -June July -September 
Source 1958 1958 --.- . ---_ __ -_____-- -__ 

United States 3,227 3,224 
Canada 3,187 3,100 

‘.orth America 

1,897 1,234 

Total 8,311 7,558 
-.-__. 

DeIiveries to the United Kingdom by overseas sources under contra 
Development Agency (CDA) totaled 523 tons during the quarter. (End of 
section.) 

DOMESTIC OTERATIONS (UNCLASSIFLED) 

Production 

United Sztes production of U,OL during the quarter aas 3,224 tons, only 3 tons less U-an 
in the precedirg quarter, but 48 percent more than in the corresponding quarter a year ago. 
September production was rt an annual rate of 14,500 tons. DOE !i==~~ 



Darfr,g the July-September quarter the three new mllle listed below were brought into 

operatlon. 

. Company 

PhiLlIps Petroleum Co, 
Homestake-Sapln Partners 
Cotter Corporation 

(Pilot Plant) 

Location 
. 

Grants, New Me&o 
.Grants, New Mexico 

Canon Clty, Colorado 

Hated capacity 

(tons of ore per day) . 

1,725 
1,500 

. 

50 

At the end of September, 21 mills having an aggregate processing rate of 16,250 tons per 

day were operatlng and 3 new mills wlth a total capacity of 4,000 tons of ore per day =ere 
under construction. Ore fed to process during the July-September quarter totaled i,428,000 
tons, an increase of 5 percent over the quantity fed to process ln the preceding quarter. 

Ore receipts during the quarter amounted to 1,358,900 tons, equivalent to an annual 
delivery rate of 5,436,OOO tons. More than 98 percent of this ore was purchased by private 
buying s?.ztions. The AHC continued to operate ore-buying stations at Monticello, Utah, and 
Grants, I;ew Mexico. It was announced in August that the purchase of ore at Gr,ants would be 
ciiscontinzed on October 1, 1958. Operation of this ore-buying station is no longer required 
since the processing plants tn the area are furnishing a market to independent producers of 
amenable ore. 

. . 

Limited Eyranslon of Uranium Procurement --- .__-_ __ __ _ 

In Axgust the AEC announced the execution of an amendment to its cant ract with the 

Texas-Zinc Minerals Corporation. The modified contract provides for (1) E .‘ension of the 

agreemeLt from March 1962 to December 31, 1966, (2) the treatment of incrcaspd aroounts of 
ore from independent producers at the company’s mill at Mexican Hat, Utah, (3) the post- 
ponement of delivery o! about 1. 500,000 pounds of U,O, beyond March 31, 1962, znd (4) :he 

purcyrse of AEC-oKned s.uckpflus at White C e!yon, U’ah. 

Thic is the firs! such :11 lion by the AEC t-J imp!ement the policy announced April 2, 1958, 
ofp: i li:ng a market for indepe.;dent miners in areas having adrquate milling capacity but 
niitre ‘1: portion available for independent producers IS insufficient. The possible need for 
si.‘Tlila: : evisions of existing rontracts r;ith mill operators in some of the other areas ras 
untie; C’ ._ :y. 

CLr.t:acts co‘,c=ring the major portion of the anticipted 3,300 tons of add.itio?aai &Ii> ore 

ml!li:~; cspacity F;ere being negotiated. The additional milling capacity is to sErYe t?cSe 
areas ?z-. ing either no market or an inadequate market for ore reserves deve!3pt-d prior to 

N3;.frn’trET 1, 1957. 

Ore Rr-st n’es --- 

U ratilun ore reserves were estimated to ‘be 82,000,OOO tons averag,i?g 0.2? PercEnt L’:Or 

on .%p!e=_Ser 30. This is an increase of about 4,000,OOO tons over the June estimate. IV!dch of 
this incrrzse is in the Grants, New Mexico, district and is the result of private de\yeibp,Tent 

work e>fisz ding otter a considerable period. In addition there were approximately 1,403,030 
tons Oi cre in Government and private stockpiles. (End of UNCLASSIFIED section.) 
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FOftEIGN PROCUF~EMEN’I’ 

Canada 

Canadian production during the July-September quarter was at the rate of 1,190 lone of 

U,O, per month. Of this amount approximately 135 tons per month were delivered to the 

United Kfngdom Atomic Energy Authority (UKAEA). This delivery 1s pursuant to an-agreement 
by which a total of 5,500 tons of U,O, was released for delivery to the UKAJZA between July 1, 

1958, and March 31, 1962, from Canadian production under contract to the AEC. (End of 
4-A section.) 

(UNCLASSIFIED) Canadian Government figures released at the Geneva Conference place 
Canadian reservee at 377,000,OOO tOJIB containing approximately 392,000 tons of U,OI. 

Mr. W. M. Gilchrist was appointed president of Eldorado Mlnlng and Refining, Lid., a 
corporation of the Canadian Government, to succeed Mr. R. J. Henry who died on July 8. 
Mr. Gilchrist was iormerly a vice president af the corporation. 

(End of LJNCLXSSIFED section.) 

The supplemental agreement was executed with the African Metals Corporation, the 
United States sales agent for Union Miniere du Haut-Katanga, providing for the delivery of 
refined uranium trioxide Instead of uianlum concentrates. The delivery of the first IO-ton 
shipment of refined uranium trioxide is expected to begin before the end of 1958, rri+? Lrarhm 
concentrates continuing to be received until that time. After the initial delivery of v.??~ium 
triotide, the EHgians expect !o dr-?!ver approximately 30 tons per month, or alout 322-350 
tons per year. 

The Felgian Government n!.cl the Union hZiniere du But-Katanga were notified ?%t it 
appeared uTili.kely that the Cnmbined Development Agency or its partners would wish !O con- 

tinue purch :ses of Ctingo ura;:itim belund December 31, 1960, the expiratiun date af the present 

contract. 

Acst rzlia -.- -- 

Ai Patic~r WI1 in South Aus:ralin ,-;o iuction continued normally. Productjn: a! !.Fe Ru.m 

Jwgle plan! i,zated in the h’orthern Territory dropped nkb3ut 15 percent becacze of t’.e loner 
grade mill feed. Combined production of the two plants is zb3,ut 400 tons of U,O, arz--3lly. 
(End of section for -~Sg,J?,J,) 

Portu,& (LXCLASSIPLED) 

Portus continued its regular production of uranium concentrates. 

Assistance to F oreign Countries 

A three-can geologic team arrived in Argentina at &a! government’s inri+ation to advise 
the Argentine atomic energy commission on various explontion 2nd development pro5lems. 

_ c :c _ 
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Limited technical assistance In uranjum exploratlon continued fn Australfa, Brazil, Chile, 
and Peru. 

Two Indians joined the Japanese and Thai fechnkiana partlcfpating in a training program 
III uranium expsoratfon, mlnlng, and ore processing in the weetern United States. (End of 
U?KWSSIFlED section.) 
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port II 

Special Nuclear Materials 

In the July-September quarter production schedules were met or exceeded for special 
nuclear materkls for weapons, military reactors, research, and civilfan uses. No unusual 
operating difficulties were encountered. Programs were established for the production of 
limited quantities of high purity lithium 7 and test quantities of plutonium 238. 

Table l-Production at kmual Rate8 

July-September 1958 

Product . Actual Forecast 
__~_.~_ - 

. 

Plutonium separated 
Tritium separated 
Uranium 235 withdram 
Lithium 6 withdrawn 

--- -- ._~ 

R.EAC?i)R PRODUCTS 

Reactcjr Operitl3ns -- .------ 

To‘4 reactor production during the quarter tizs about 5 percent greater t!xzn in ‘3~ pre- 
ceding quarter. The increase was principally attributable to the fact that the las? of ‘he 
SavvLIlah River reactors to undergo installation of larger heaq Fater pumps res.med OpiZ- 

tion in July. A? Sanford, however, plutonium formation was slightly lower than ix +h~, preced- 
ing quarter. VrZile less operatLng time Gas lost becacse o! slug fatiuree, tie sezsozal Lnc:ease 

in temprature of riser irater coolvlt resulted in a general reduction of power Ieve!s. 

Table 2 skz~s the quantities of plutonium and tritium produced in the reactors l~lring tke 
past txo quarters, expressed as a percen’age of Hanford’s plutonium production in the April- 
June quarter. lritium production is expressed in terms of equivalent plutonium production 
cEsplaced_ 



SPECIAL NUCLEAR MATLRIALS 

Table 2-Production Reactor Operations 

April-June July-September 

Product and site 1958 1958 

Plutonium 

Hanford / 

Savannah River 

Total plutonium 

Tritium 
Savannah River 

I 

Plutonium 

Total reactor products 

Plutonium 239 separations were 2 percent more than forecast. 

An interim program was initiated to produce test amounts of plutonium 238 for certain 

weapon purposes, and plans were being formulated for a larger scale production program. 

(See also Part III of this report.) Plutonium 238 is formed by irradiating neptunium 237, an 
isotope which is found in small but extractable quantities in irradiated uranium. .Plans call for 
recovering neptunium from the process streams of chemical separation pIants by ion-exchange 

techniques. After the neptunium is incorporated into reactor t&get elements and irraiiated, 
the plutonium 238 can then be separated from the remain-&g neptunium. The initial program 
is being operated on an interim basis using existing facilities and laboratory equipm?nt. Since 

only small quantities of plutonium 238 are contemplated, there will be no appreciable effect on 

the plutonium 239 production schedules. 

Tritium 

Tritium se ,tirations for the quarter were about as forecast. July production \S~E rela- 
tively IOF; because a quantity of aged target slugs was processed. These slugs originally had 
received less irradiation than is currently given tritium target elements, and, moreover, the 
ori,@-& tritium content had been reduced by decay into helium 3. Production in Auccst and 
September was devoted to processing more current material. 

k SEC ;nd separations line ~2s started up in August in Savannah River’s H area. The nex 
c;pa-;:y --<Ii perTit reduction of the accumulated in\.cntory of irradiated material. 

Ti.ree of Savani.ah River’s five reactors w-iii corit;inze to operate tith enric:*.ed l@adi?g fGr 

tritium production throughout the next quarter. Earfr in 1859 one of these reactors is sched- _ 
uled to return to plutonium production. 

The quultitp of uranium 295 produced in the Ju!F-Se_o!emFver quarter ~7s slight15 higher 
than fcreczst and 11 percent more than in the preceding quarter. 

The Production of lithium 6 was essentially ai forecast. 

- - -- -_ 
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- In order to satisfy the lmmedlate research requirements fo~~llhlum 7 for the Aircraft 

Nuclear Proprilslon (ANP) and Systems for Nuclear Auxlllary Power (SNAP) programs, plans 

were made to modlfy a small portlon of the lithium 6 plant for productton of high purity 

llthl~m 7. It 1s intended to operate the modified portion for about 2 months and thereafter to 
restore it to lithium 6 production. The quantity of llthtum 7 produced will be adequate to pro- 
vide for the military requirement and to meet possible ctvlllan reactor demands. The tern- . 
porary diversion of part of the plant capacity to lithium 7 production will not affect meeting 
scheduled mllftary requirements for lithium 6. 

FEED MATERIALB 

The St. Louis Destrehan Street reftnery has been placed in standby except for the forging 
of dlngot metal in the metal pilot plant. The Weldon Spring extrusion facility, which will re- 

place the forging step, was expected to be in operation by the middle of October. After the 

extrusion facility 1s in full operation the Destrehan Street forging operations will be terml- 
nated. (End of section.) 





PO11 IV 

Reactor Development 

AIRCRAFT REACTORS 

Nuclear Propulsion for Manned Aircraft 

Direct cycle approach. Work on the direct cycle approach was continued by the General 

Electric Company under contracts with the AEC and the Air Force. The AEC 1s supporting the 
reactor portion of the effort and the Air Force is supporting the associated turbomachinery 
work The objective of the effort is to ground test by the fall of 1980 a nucIear propulsion sys- 

tem. The syslem, designated the XhU, consists of a preprototype reactor and associated X-211 
turbomachinery. 

Preparations were being made for the operation during October of the Heat Transfer Reac- 

tor Experlment No. 3 (HTRE-3) at the Nationsl Reactor Testing Station. This experiment is the 
first of the HTRE series to have a horizontal configuration, a solid moderator, and a flight-type 

shield. The critical experiment for the HTRE-3 was completed and the fuel elements were 
modified for pot er operation. The dolly assembly, including engines and superstructure, was 
compIeted except for fuel loading and final assembly. 

hfodifications to the Initial Engine Test (IET) facility to accommodate the HTRE-3 were 
completed. These modifications included instrumentation and supporting equipment and faci.Ii- 
ties such as 2 shielded approach roadway, for higher power operatlon. Construction work on 
the Flight Er,-ine Test (PET) facility and the Shield Test Pool Fzcility (STPF) continued. The 
purpose of the FET is to test full-scale, direct-cycle turbojet propulsion systems. The STPF 

is a facility containing a two-compartment pool for tests required in designing aircraft reactor 

shielding. 

Indirect cycle approach. Work continued on research and development applicable to a high 
performance, indirect cycle aircraft reactor. Preliminary designs of two experimental reac- 
tors were be5g prepared as a further guide to the research effort on the lithium-cooled, in- 
direct-cycle system. Both designs called for reactors with a capacity of 10,000 thermal kilo- 
nztts and an abiIity to operate at temperatures between 1,800 and 2,000 degrees Fahrenheit. 
One reactor design uxs based on moderated neutrons at intermediate velocities F;hile the 
reactor of *&e o‘ther design KS based on unmoderated neutrons at fast velocities. Preparations 
C‘ere begun for the critical experiments to mockup _the experimental reactor designs. In-pile 
exper~mec!s zere being conducted to verify the performance and integrity of the fuel elements 

selected for the designs. 

Continued testing verified previous results krhich indicated that an alloy of niobium and 
zirconium is compatible ~5th lithium at high temperatures. During operation of test loops the 
alloy shoxed little or no effects from corrosion or mass transfer. 



. 

REACTOR DEVELOPMENT 

A new statement defining work to be performed In the development of a lithium-cooled 

reactor system during the year ending Seplember 90, 1959, wae agreed to by Pratt & Whllney 
and the AEC. 

NucIear Pro@& for Unmanned Vehicle6 

Nuclear rocket propulsion (Project ROVER). Development work to demonstrate the 
feasibility of nuclear rocket propulsion continued at the Los Alamo6 Sclentlfic Laboratory 
(LASL). 

Assembly of Kiwi A, the first of a series of nonflyable experimental reactor6 for the 
project, was begun in late July at the Nevada Test Site. Kiwi A is to have a power output ok 

100,000 kilowatts. The fuel element6 are to be of graphite plate type, and the propellant is to 

be pressurized helium and hydrogen gas. However, since the test cell wa6 not compIeted on 

schedule, the installation of the complete reactor and control system Ba6 delayed. Checkout 
of the system prior to testing is expected to begin in early December. 

LASL continued research on reactor materials and basic design for Dumbo A, a 500,000- 
kilowatt nonflyable experimental reactor. Refractory metal fuel element6 are to be used in the 
reactor. 

As a result of legislation creating the National Aeronautics and Space Admtnistration 
(NASA), Air Force responsibility for certain nonnuclear component6 in support of the AEC 
ROVER effort has been transferred to NASA. No delay to the project is expected to result from 
the rearrangement of the working relationship6 and the division of responsibilities now being 
worked out between the AEC and NASA. The AEC is to exercise technical direction of the 
project viithtn the framework of guidance provided by NASA. Both agencies are in accord ~4th 
the objectives and technical approach for the project, which is conttnuing to be pursued as 
vigorously as possible consistent with a sound technological approach. 

h’uclear ramjet propulsion (Project PLUTO). Air Force studies have shown that propulsion 

of minimum altitude, supersonic missile6 may be an extremely promising application of nu- 

clear rhmjet engines, In t?!~ connection the Department of Defense, on July 3, reaffirmed it6 

interest and requested the AEC to pursue the investigation of the feasibility of nuclear ramjet 
propulsion as uigorou$ly as technical progress Permits. It uas also requested that every 

effort be made to meet the scheduled date of January 1960 for the test of Tory II. Tory II is to 

be a nonflyable, experimental reactor of intermediate size which will operate at the high tem- 
peratures and Power densities required for ramjet operation. 

Analflicll studies, neutron measurements, and materials development and testing con- 
tinued at the University of California Radiation Laboratory at Livermore. Beryllium oxide x&a6 
selected as the fuel element material for the Tory II reactor, and several methods of fabri- 
cating the fuel element for the first core were under investigation. The design concept for 
Tory II was frozen 2nd detailed design Fork vias started. 

Korth American Aviation, Inc. (hlissile Development Division), Convair Corporation (San 
Diego Di:-ision), and Chance Vought Aircra-ft, Inc., were 2irarded Air Force contracts to con- 
duct prelimirary srstrms studies on a lox altitude supersonic missile powered by nuclear 
ram jet. DOE AF.c%mg 

Systems for h’uclear Auxiliary Poxer (SKAP). Development work continued on two sys- 
tems to provide nuclear auxiliary power, primarily for the Air Force Advanced Reconnaissance 
System, Weapon System 11’7L, and for other space applications. SKAP-I, being developed by 
The Martin Company, is the 500-electric-watt isotope unit. SXAP-II, under development by 
Atomics International, is the 3-electrical-kiloc;att reactor unit. 
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Guided Missile Destroyer Reactor (DLG(N$ A contract for the construction of a nuclcar- 
powered destroyer (DLG(N)), which will utilize two DIG-type reactors, was awarded to Bethle- 
hem Steel Corn-y. (End of m-b section.) 

huduTihfE REACTORS (UNCLASSIFIED) 

h’S Savannah. Over-all construction of the ship including its propulsion system was 24 
percent comple‘te on September 30. Although fabrication of components was somewhat behind 
schedule, the delay6 encountered were not serlou6, and the project la expected to be sub&.n- 
tially on schedafe by the end of December. Fuel loading 1s to take place in January 1960. 
Operational ava.~l.ability is to follow within the same year after test6 and sea trials have been 
performed. 

Construction of the propulsion system, which is the responsibility of the ABC, was 28 per- 
cent complete. Nuclear testing of the first fuel element, iabricated by Babcock & Wilcox, WLE 

begun in the Vallecitoe Boiling Water Reactor in August. A panel of specialists in the fields of 
physics, reactor technology, control6 and safety, metallurgy, and instrumentation reviewed the 
power plant design. The conclusions were favorable, but further work wae inltiated to simplify 
the control rti drive system, the water purification system, and the control console. Fabrica- 
tion of long lead time items for the-nuclear propulsion system progressed satisfactorily. 

ConetructIon of the ship, except for the propulsion system, is the responsibility of the 
hlaritime Administration, and was 19 percent complete. 

Annolmcezent was made on July 25 of the selection of States Marlne Lines to serve a8 
general operzag agent for the Savannnah during the initial operating period. Babcock & Wilcox 
began the trtiing of the licensed engineers. Two test boiler8 are to be installed in the ship to 
provide emergency power during startup and sea Male. The equipment is to be removed after 
the nuclear power plant has been fully tested, and will be used for similar purposes in later 
nuclear-powered merchant ships. 

Naritime gas-cooled propu.Ision system. Research work on the maritime gas%ooled pro- 
pulsion system indicated that the primary coolant will be either helium or carbon dioxide, and 
that the modrrator will probably be graphite. Under a subcontract being negotiated with Gen- 
eral Dynamics Corporation, Westinghouse Electric Corporation proceeded with the preliminary 
design of the rotating machinery. Westinghouse also began an evaluation of the properties in 
both helium z?d carbon dioxide environments of the most promising materials for this 
mzchicery. 

Boiling =ater reactor system. The General Electric Company completed a preliminary 
design study of a 22,000-shaft horsepower boiling water reactor system for ins+&lla:ion in a 

T-S-type taker of approximately 22,000 dead-weight tons. The study was being eval.ated for 
possible ap;,ication to a larger propulsion system for a larger tanker which wozid be more 

nearly corn, _ -=titive with conventional tankers. 

S_ymp3riXn. The 1958 Nuclear Merchant Ship Symposium, held on August 21 in Wash- 
&ton, D. C., '~2s attended by approximately 700 people representing both tb~ maritime and 

reactor fielfs. The proceedings are to be published by the AEC Technical Information Service 

Edension. 

Ecor.czic znd, engineering analysis of nuclear-pcwered merchant ships. The coniract with 
tie Amerim Rzdiator and Standard Sznitarg Corporation for an economic and eG&eer?ing 

analysis o: zuclear merchant ships uzs extended to cover an additional nine tinker sizes. The 
-- -_ initial stuc had zlreadg covered the economic characteristics of 72 ships, including such 

types as +tzxkers and dry cargo vessels. 

i 
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REACTOR DEVEU3FhlEHT 

cn’UAh POWER REACTORS - 

Ad Her Advisory Comr&ttee on R,eactor Policies and Program6 

An Ad Hoc Advisory Committee on Reactor Policies and Program6 was established ln 
September to reYi_ew the AEC civilian power program and to advise on future power reactor 
policies. It was planned that the committee would complete it6 task by December 31, 1958. 
Mr. A. Tammaro, A66iShnt General Manager for Research and Industrial Development, was 
appointed chairman. Other member6 of the committee are listed below. 

Dr. Henry D. Smyth Chairman, Board of Sclentlflc and Engineering 
Vice-Chairman Research, Princeton University 

Mr. James Black Chairman, Pacific Gas and Electric Company 

h?r. Marlon W. Boyer Standard Oil Company of New Jersey 

Dr. Harvey Brooks Dean of Engineering and Applied Physics, 
Harvard University 

Mr. Eger V. Murphree President, Esso Research and Engtneerlng 
Company 

Mr. Eugene Starr Bonneville Power Administration 

Dr. Robert E. Wilson Formerly Chairman of the Board of Standard 
Oil Company of Indiana 

. . 

AEC Experimental Power Reactor Project6 

Pressurized-water type. The Shippingport Atomic Power Plant completed on August 14 a 
l,OOD-hour test at full power during which more than 60,000,OOO kilowatt-hours of electrical 
poser Fere generated for the system of the Duquesne Light Corn&y. The test provided 
vzluible information fn such areas a6 core life, primary coolant radiochemistry, an< primary 
plant radioactirity levels. Extended periods of steady power operation such as this l,OOO-hour 
test are necessary to obtain reliable data on these characteristics because they change slowly 
%-ith tine and are affected by the plant power level. During the remainder of August and the 
first 3 reeks of September periodic physics tests were conducted involving boq critical and 
sc5criticil operation. A period of concentrated operator training and routine plant maintenance 
21~0 i;zs completed. A second l,ODO-hour full-power test was begun on September 22. 

Bo%ig-Vater type. Test operation of the Experimental Boiling M’ater Reactor (EBI%‘R) at 
Ar,cc?~ X2:iorzl Laboratory (ANL) with an intentionally ruptured fuel element KZS interrupted 
orl SEP,_, ‘e-her 9 ahen a condenser leak ~36 detected. The power level of the plvlt was decreased 
frorr! 20,630 thermal kilowatts to 5,000 thermal kilouatts while repairs were made to the COn- 
dEcser. Personnel were able to enter the condenser to make repairs without receivkg nciiation 
es_pcsrrre 2tive the maximum permissible limit. The reactor resumed operation at 20,000 
therma! kilo-;atts on September 10. 

30-9X IV 772s shut down at the h’ational Reactor Testing Sk’ation (XRTS) and is to bz dis- 

z:-tlel. 30X%X V, F;hich is to use some of the supporting facilities of BORrX K, is to have 
2 GL*t!e 2Eserbly which can be used to e%=$uate new core configurations, void fractions, 
-;2te:_to_f:! el frtios, 2nd nuclezr superheat, as well as forced circulation. The facility 16 tc be 
ccz;$~tel2bocf the end of the calendar year 1959. ~0% ABcHm 

Hczogeneozs type. During the first part of the quarter the Homogeneous Reactor Experi- 
men: h‘o. 2 (E-2) at 0aJ1 Ridge continued to operate as a quasi-two-region reactor. For 2 

-t$ q_-: .- 
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REACTOR DEVELOPMENT 

days in August the reactor reached Its design power level of 5,000 thermal kilowatts and then 
uas operated at 3,500 thermal kilowatts. However, short irregular pulses of power were ob- 

served which were not understood. 

During September the reactor was shut’down. An lmproved vlewlng system uas used t0 
observe the outslde of the zirconium core vessel in an effort to locate the hole through which . 
fluid from the core region transfers to the heavy water blanket region. On September 26 811 
oval-shaped hole was found, measurtng an inch and a half by one inch. Three days later P 
cavity was discovered on the outer surface of the core vessel, tndicattng that corrosion is 
occurring on the blanket slde of the vessel Ball. 

Measurements showed that the thickness of the vessel wall had decreased since the reac- 
tor was put in operatlon. There was evidence that the lower section of the core vessel -8 
corroding more rapidly than the upper section, 

Work on the molten salt reactor type conttnued at Oak Ridge. A test loop was under con- 
struction to study the forced circulation of molten salt fuels in a radiation field in the Mate- 
rials Testing Reactor at NRTS. Calculatfons were performed comparing use of uranium 235 
and uranium 233 as reactor fuel for a 20-year period. For the reactor fueled with uranium 235 
it would be necessary to buy 3,000 kilograms of uranium 235 during the period and about 1,000 
kilograms would remain unconsumed. For the reactor fueled with uranium 233 it would be 
necessary to buy about 1,350 kilograms of uranium 233 during the period and there would be a 
breeding gain of about 100 kilograms. 

Fast-breeder type. At NRTS the Experimental Breeder Reactor No. 1 (EBR-1) continued 
operation with the third core to provide information on the stability of fast reaci=and to 
study the causes which led to the melt-down of the second core in 1955. The melt-down ie 
believed to have resulted from the distortion or ‘boning” of the fuel elements. The third core 
v;as designed with supporting devices to control the bowtng. Operation of the core with these 
devices rigidly supporting the elements indicated that the lnstabilittes associated with the 
second core can be removed successfully by proper engineering design and are not inherent ln 
the reactor type. During the quarter experiments were begun to investigate what effects less 
rigid support of the fuel elements would have on reactor stability. 

Construction of the Experimental Breeder Reactor No. 2 (EBR-2) continued at NRTS. The 
reactor con’sinment vessel nas ‘77 percent complete at the end of September, and construction 
Gas in progress on the laboratory and service building. Fuel development Fork continged at the 
Argonne Xational Laboratory. The EBR-2, which is to have a thermal capacity of 62,500 kilo- 

ntts and zn electrical capacity of 16,500 lciloffatts, is to be in full power operation in Septem- 
ber 1962. 

Construction of the Transient Reactor Test (TREAT) facility, designed to irvestigate the 
effects of extreme operating conditions in fast reactors, was about 94 percent ccmplete at the 
end of September at h%TS. Criticality is scheduled for January 1959. 

Sodim graphite type. Operation of the Sodium Reactor Experiment (SFG) at Santa Susa_-a, 
California, ~-as continued to test fuel elements and cdm_ponents of the reactor system. A 
tbori*m-&nium fuel loading uas bei?g prepared for testing in the SRE. PrelLmfnary results 
of the fir& irradiation of urtium carbide fuel indicates considerable promise for use in 
sodium gra&Nte reactors. 

Orgznit-moderated type. The Organic-hlloderated Reactor Experiment (Of.!RE).at hLRTS 
‘~i2s shut do%_n during most of July to complete modifications. At the end of July the reactor 
~2s started up again nith two experimental elements tnserted in the core. The OMRE %a6 
operated tith increasing concentrations of polymerized (decomposed) orgzz~c -material in the 
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7 .- coolant system. A decrease in heat transfer capabillly of the organic coolant was-noted when 
the concentration of polymerized organic material approached 40 percent. 

Liqutd met=+I type. Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) was selected as the site for 
the Liqutd Metal Fuel Reactor Experiment No. 1 (LMFRE-1) subject to a hazards evaluation 
approval. Work on the te6t loop was in progress at BNL. Babcock & Wilcox prepared to per- . - 

form crithl exyeriments for the LMFRE-1 at their Lynchburg facility. 

Over-all design of the Plutonium Recycle Test Reactor (PRTR) at Hanford was 99 percent 
complete. Erection of the containment vessel was started. The Advisory Committee on Reac- 
tor Safeguards is t0 consider the preliminary hazards report in October. Invitations to bld on 
the remaining malor items were solicited during September. The scope of the project was 
revised to include a facility. for examining fuel elements, with no increase in the total estimated 
cost of the project. The over-all destgn of the Plutonium Fabrication Laboratory associated 
with the PRTR 2t Hanford was 62 percent complete. 

Excavation and foundation work were in progress for the Fuels Technology Center at 
Argonne Nationa Laboratory. A fixed-price contract uas awarded to the Malan Construction 
Company in Sepfember for the construction of the building superstructure, complete with 
mechanical and electrical services. The center will be the first facility to be devoted prl- 
marily to research on solid plutonium fuels. 

Heavy water type. Tentative selection of a site uas made for the Heavy Water Components 
Test Reactor (h%‘CTR) at Savannah River. Safety aspects of the site were to be reviewed by the 
Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards. The design and development program for the re- 
actor ‘Has approved in August. The HWCTR is to be used to test fuel eIements and other com- 
ponents for the Prototype heavy-water-moderated power reactor. 

.~ 
- Gas-cooled type. Preliminary design work was continued by Kaiser Engineers and ACF 

Industries on a prototype Gas Cooled Power Reactor (GCPR) of 30,000 electrical Wowatts 
capacity fueled smith partially enriched uranium. Since helium has shown significant advantages 
over carbon dioxide as a coolant, Oak Ridge carried on tests to study the behavior tn a helium 
atmosphere of graphite and various metals useful in fuel cladding. StainIess steel, niobium, 
and molybdenum were virtually unaffected by exposures to static helium for a period of 1,000 
hours at 1,400 degrees Fahrenheit in the presence of graphite. 

Reactor Studies 

Individual lc-riers and a public announcement xere issued August 29, 1958, inviting pro- 
poszls to undertie design studies, tn accordance with engineering requirements established 
by the AEC, of a heavy-water-moderated power reactor capable of operating on natural ura- 
niurn fuel. A selection board was reviewing the 15 proposals submitted before the deadLine of 
September 29. 

Individual letters of invitation and a press release were issued on September 15 inviting 
.pro_pasals to unc‘ertake separate studies on two large-scale power reactors and one intermediate- 
sized prototype ?Iwer reactor. The studies are to be on boiling-r;2ter, pressurized-water, and 
organic-cooled Lxc1ea.r power p’ants uld are to be performed in accordance tith engirieertng 
requirements ecblished by the AEC. The proposals are to be submitted by October 15, 1958.* 

l l’~~ent~-~~ine sroposale were received by October 15 OII thk boiling-water. 26 on tie pressurired- 
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Preparatfons were in progress to lnvlte industry to submit proposals for performance of 
research and development work and a conceptual deslgn for a fast breeder reactor using Pluto- 
nlum oxide-uranium oxide fuel cycle. l Thle concept offers the promlse of reducing fuel coat& 

Adsanced Design Siudies 

The prellmlnary evaluation of the pebble bed reactor design concept was completed by ’ 

Sanderson and Porter who were continuing -with the analysis of the reactor fuel cycle and heat 
transfer problems. In this concept fuel is in the form of small spheres of graphite impregnated 
with uranium or thorium. The core also contatns graphite structure to divide the core MO re- 
gions uld to serve as a moderator. Helium is used as the coolant. Fuel element irradiation 
work was under way at Battelle Memorial Institute and physics calculations were being per- 
formed by Alto Products, Inc. 

The fluidixed bed reactor concept KS .betng evaluated by The Marttn Company. In thts 
concept water flows up through a bed of unclad uranium dioxide fuel particles to remove heat 
and to serve as a moderator. The Martin Company study is to include corrosion and erosion 
tests, an analysis of various methods of control, study of nuclear and heat transfer parameters, 
and selection of optimum reactor design conditions. 

A procedure was formalized for reviewing proposals from industry requesting support for 
development of new reactor concepts. Such proposals will be evaluated semiannually on a com- 
petitive basis. . 

Power Demonstration Program 

AEC Research and Development Assistance 

AEC assis’Snce for the existtng 10 projects in the Power Demonstration Reactor Program 
varies according to the requirements of each project. No financial support is given to plant 
construction except to 4 projects of cooperative or publicly owned agencies. The*AEC provides 
all the funds for reactor construction for the 3 projects of the Rural Cooperative Power k.so- 
ciation, the City of Piqua, and the Chugach Electric Association. The ARC is to own these 
reactors ard sell steam to the utilities. In the case of the Consumers Public Power District, 
the AX is to provide the major portion of the funds for the reactor construction and will re- 
tain title to those portions of the plant constructed with AEC funds. In no case are AEC funds 
used to meet the construction costs of the turbogenerator and other nonnuclear portions of the 
propsed c-zclear plants. 

Preconstruction assistance from the AEC may include support for specific research and 
development work by the proposer, and for the performance of cer2i.n research and develop- 
ment Fork in AEC facilities. Postconstruction assis‘knce by the AEC may consist of research 
and development work in such areas of reactor operation as the extension of fuel element 
operating life, and the development of techniques to deal with unusual maintenance problems 
posed by nuclear operation. In addition the AEC offers the aziver of normal charges for the 
use of fissionable materials and heavy Rater for specified periods of time. 

Under Public Law 85-590 enacted August 4, 1958, future cooperative arrangements must 
be based cpn proposals submitted in response to public announcements by the Commission of 
particular reactor projects considered technically desirable for construction. 
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Gas-cooled, Graphite-moderated Nuclear Power Plant 

On September 22 a public announcement was issued invltlng proposals to design, develop, 
construct, and operate a gas-cooled, graphite-moderated nuclear power plant on the basis of a 
cooperative arrangement under which the AEC would provlde research and development asslst- 
axe to be agreed upon. The proposals were to be submitted by November 21, 1958. A site . . 
Selection board was established on September 22 to evaluate possible AEC sites for location’ of 
the gas-cooled power reactor in the event that acceptable proposals are not received. 

Summary of Power Demonstration Projects 

Table 1 contains general data on speclficatlons and construction schedules and costs for 
those projects which are under contract, or for which a bask of contract negotiation has been 
approved. The following paragraphs summarize the statue of these projects at the end of 
September. 

First Invitation 

Construction of the pressurized water reactor plant for the Yankee Atomic Electric Com- 
pany at Rowe, Massachusetts, was approximately 9 percent complete and slightly ahead of 
t;chedule. The foundation for the reactor and vapor container ~2s placed, and the steel struc- 
ture for the building ~2s completed. Fabrication was completed of the in-pile test loop to be 
inserted in the Materials Testing Reactor. 

The contract between the Yankee Atomic Electric Company and the AEC xa.s signed June 8, 
1956. The Westinghouse Electric Corporation is the designer, and the Stone and Webster En@- 
neerk Company is the architect-engineer and construction contractor. 

Construction of the power plant building and the control building uas in piogress for the 
Poxer Reactor Development Company (PRDC) fast breeder power plant at Monroe, M1chfga.n. 

The contract between PRDC and AEC WE slgned on hlarch 26, 1957. Atomic Power De- 
velopment Associates, Inc., of Detroit has been selected by PRDC to dekign the reactor. 
Commonnealth Associates, Inc., of Jackson, Michigan, is the arch&t-englneer. United 
Engineers and Constructors, Inc., of Philadelphia is the erection engineer. The Detroit Edison 
Company, one of the 21 comp-anles comprising PRDC, will build, oun, and opxate the electric 
pzJo;Fer generating facilities of the plant, and will distribute the power over its system. 

Preliminary design uas completed for the Hallam Nuclear Power Facility, the sodium 
graphite reactor project which is to provide steam to the wwer plant of the Consumers Pcblic 
Pwer District at HzlLam, Nebraska. At the end of September the preliminary design Kas 
beizg reviewed, Fork on engineering design was initiated, and the preliminary safeguards 
report vzs being evaluated. The possibility was being studied of using the radioactive sodium 
coo,?ult from the reactor to irraditie various industrial products and food. This application 
appears promising.’ 

Xtomics International F;as selected to perform the research, development, and n%Jclear 
design of the reactor bF Consumers Public Power District under the terms of its propod of 
_Lpri! 1955, F;fiich contemp?ated that the reactor would be constructed bF Cor?smers. HoF;ever, 
cnler the terms of the contract executed September 20, 1957, between: AEC and Cor.%mers, 
_&EC till construct the reactor, while Consumers w-ill pro\-ide the site and 2 tcrbogenerator, 
;-ill contribute 55,220,OOO toward the cost of the construction of the nuclear portion of the 
pLar& and till operate the pbLnt for 5 years. Following execution of this contract, continued 
responsibility of _ktomics Infernational for research, development, and design Fork for the 

project was provided L?der ktomics International’s existing contract tith the AEC. The 
-_- - 
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REACTOR DEVELOPhtENT’ 

Bechtel Corporation was selected in April 1958 from 12 companies which had responded to 

invitations to szzbmit proposals for the architect-engineer seqvices incident to design, construc- 
tion, procurerzzent, and installation of equipment of the nuclear portion of the plant. 

Second In&t& 

Construction was begun of the Rural Cooperative Power Association @CPA) boiling water 
reactor project at Elk River, Minnesota, on August 5. Excavation was completed for the con- 
tainment vessel 

The contract between RCPA and the AEC wa8 signed June 27, 1958. The utility provide8 
the plant site 2nd turbogenerator facilities, and is to operate the entlre plant for 5 years. 
Steam produced by the reactor is to be purchased from the AEC. The AEC signed a contract 
with ACF Industries, Inc., on June 16, 1958, for the development, construction, and test 
operation of tie reactor. 

The contract with the City of Piqua, Ohio, for the operation of the organic-moderated 
reactor was tigned by Piqua on September 5. AEC, with the concurrence of Piqua, was with- 
holding final aecution of the contract until the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguard8 
could considez furtlier the safety aspects of the project. Negotiations with Atomics Inter- 
national on ccztract provisions for the design and construction of the reactor were in progress. 

Work on the Chugach Electric Association sodium-cooled, heavy-water-moderated reactor 
uas begun by the Nuclear Development Corporation of America (NDA) under a contract signed 
April IO, 1957, The initial contract, providing for research, development, and preliminary 
design work zas amended on June 26, 1958. Under the amended contract NDA is to perform 
work on the Erelimtnary layout of the lO,OOO-electrical-kilowatt project for Chugach and to 
undertake evaluation and conceptual design of a larger reactor of this type. Additional develop- 
ment, engineering design, and construction would be authorized onIy after the results of these 
studies are a-.-aihble. 

Third Invi’ztion 

Ground breaking for the Northern States Power Company boiling water reactor is scheduled 
for July 1950, and research and development in support of the reactor design are in progress. 
The plant is to be located on the Big Sioux River, about 6 miles northeast of Sioux Falls, South 
Dako’ca. The preliminary hazards summary report and the applications for a construction per- 
mit and a sp-zcial nuclear materials license were submitted to the A.EC. Design xas essentially 
complete of -Le critical experiment facility to be constructed at Greendale, Wisconsin, by 
Allis-Chalrrrrs h’lanufacturing Company. 

As a ccisequence of the nuclear superheat feasibility study performed under the AEC- 
Kor+&ern Sates Power Company contract, the power company has concluded that nuclear super- 
heat is both feasible and desirable for the “Pathfinder Plant.” On July 11 the power company 
snbmitteh Ls the AEC a proposal to amend the existing contract so that an estimated S2,500,000 
F-&d be provided by the AEC for the additional research and development support required to 
Lco;pzrate nuclear superheat in the plant by the completion date of June 30, 1962. 

The cc-tract between the h’orthern Srates Power Company and the AEC for the development, 
ccnstructicz, and operation of the plant uas signed November 19, 1957. ‘The All!s-Chalmers 
!&nufactu_-%g Company is the principal subcontractor. 

segotzztions were in progress on the definitive contract for the Carolinas-Virginia Nu- 
clear Po-iier Associates, Inc., pressurized-heavy-water power reactor at Parr Shoals, South 

- - -- Czrolinz. _-__ 5zsed on a previous letter of agreement, research and development work on the 

project x-25 begun in hlay. 

28 
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REACTOR DEVELOPA’IENT 

The contract will cover the design, developmenl, fabrlcafion, and lest operation of the 
reactor. The Power group has engaged Stone and Webster Engineering Corporation a8 archltect- 
engineer for the proposed project and has made arrangements with Westinghouse Elect& Cor- 

poratlon to develop and furnish plant equlpment. 

’ Contract negotlatlons were In progress on Phase I of the Pennsylvania Power and Light 

Company-Westinghouse Electric Corporation project for an aqueous homogeneous reactor to bc * 
located in eastern Pennsylvania. Both companies continued research and development work on . 
the proJect. 

Negotfatlons were begun on the contract with the East Central Nuclear Group-Florida West 
Coast Nuclear Group for their proposed gas-cooled, heavy-water-moderated reactor project. 
It 1s expected that the General Nuclear Engineering Corporation of Dunedln, Florida, will be the 
nuclear deslgn agent and that the American Electric Power Service Corporation till be the 
principal design and construction engineer for the project. Research and development work on 

the ‘project began in March 1958. 

GENERAL ENGINEERING AND DEVELOPMENT 

Fuel Technology 

The Material6 Testing Reactor (MTR) at the National Reactor Testing Station was operated 
with plutonlum fuel elements during August. After an initial period of operation at low Power 
levels to determine reactor physics consfants, the reactor was brought in successive steps to 
the level of 30,000 kilowatts. The run was completed without incident by the exhaustion of the 
fuel supply on August 31 after 262 megawatt days of operation. This experiment advanced the 
technology of plutonium fuel element handling and fabrication, and provlded reactor physics 

data and valuable experience in the operation of a plutonium-fueled reactor. 

; Preparations were made to load the MTR with fuel elements containing uranium 233, the 
fissionable material formed by irradiating thorium. 

Samples of arc-melted and cast enriched uranium carbide were irradiated in the MTR at 
600 degree6 centigrade to a burnup of 1,000 megawatt days per ton. The test indicated that 
uranium carbide prepared in this method may be s&table for use at elevated tempratures as 
fuel in reactors other than Rater-cooled types. 

Fuel elements fabricated with B. as loose powder in stainless steel 
tubes were being irradiated to high burnup in the General Electric Company’s Vallecitos Boiling 
!%ter Reactor. The resulting performance data will be of particular 
low fabricatios cost of this type of fuel element. 

Advanced Encdeering Test Reactor (AETR) 

A contract is to be negotiated with the Internuclear Company for additional design and 
development of the AETR, a “flux-trap,” multicore reactor designed primarily to test 2 variety 
of fuel assemblies for power reactors. Oak Ridge National Laboratory is to perform the fuel 
element development work for the AETR. (End of.UNCLASSlFIED section.) 

interest because of the 

Beryllium Procurement ( 

The delivery of beryllium billet metal under the contracts with the Brush Beryllium Cor- 
poration and the Beryllium Corporation was cut back, effective July 1, 1958. To accord with 
revised requirements, scheduled annual deliveries by each cantractor were reduced from 
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100,000 pounds to 37,500 pounds. One-third of the 75,000 pound6 dellvered annually will be 

provided for Department of Defense usage. At the end of September negotlatlons were under 
way on the settlement of claims under these contracts reeulttng from the parthl termlnatlone. 
(End of _ section.) 

Reactor Safety (UNCLASSIFIED) 

An experfmental technique for obtaining stress-strain curve6 of porous material like WOOd 

and celotex u.7der very rapid loading wa6 developed by Armour Research Foundation under 
contract a-lth the AEC. The high strength exhlblted by these porous materials make6 them 
potentially suitable for blast (energy absorption) shlelde in reactor containment deelgn. 

Waste Disposal and Treatment 

Excavation was begun ln September for the waste calctnation facility at the National Reactor 
Testing Station by Fluor Corporation, Ltd. The facility is designed to reduce high-level liquid 
Waste8 to solids which are safer and more easily stored. This process does not prevent the 
later recovery of isotopes to meet the growing needs arising from new industrial applicattone. 
Laboratory and pilot plant models have indicated that the calcining process will reduce the 
volume of liquid wastes to about one-seventh of its present bulk, The new facility, capable of 
handling 1 gallon of waste per mtnute, will provide experience for full-scale plants. 

A theoretical study of the effects of more than 10 year6 of disposing radioactive wastes in 
a single area In the Pacific ocean off the coast of San Francisco was undertaken by the Com- 
mittee on Oceanography of the National Academy of Science6 at the request of the AEC. 

A survey was begun on the wastes from uranium mills, and on the effects of theee Mask6 
on the environment. The survey is to be a cooperative effort involving the AEC, the U. 5. 
Public Health Service, the individual states, and the uranium miR6. 

Direct Generation of Electricity 
. 

Electric:ty was generated directly from fission in an experiment conducted in the CP-S 
reactor at Argonne National Laboratory. The process does not depend upon the use of heat 
energy to drive a turbogenerator a6 in the usual steam cycle. The process was believed theO- 
retically possible but had never been demonstrated. Potentials up to 65,000 volts were ob- 
tained when a cell 3 feet long, containtrig fissionable material, uas placed in a flux of reactor 
neutrons. Fizsion product6 formed in the cell produced the electricity. 

TECHKICAL ASSISTANCE AND TFME3NG 

Training of Power Reactor Supervisors and Operator8 

At the request of the AEC, the Duquesne Light Company was preparing a prOp6ti for an 
AEC-sPo?r.s;,-ed training course in reactor operatlon and suPervision at the Shippingport 
Atomic PO;-er Station, for American and foreign personnel. American companies engaged ln 
pwer reactor development have shown an active interest in obtaining such training:. In addi- 

tion, foreigz nations have requested permission to a6sign personnel to the Sbipp’agport Atomic 
Power Statisn for operational training. If such a course is offered, tuition charges atill be 

established_ This course would be in addition to the reactor supervisors course to be given at 
t&e Oak RiGe National Laboratory. 
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REACTOR DEVE lLJPh!ENT 

Summer Inetltute Program 

Traidng ln reactor technology was received by 198 faculty member6 from 108 educatlonal 
institutions in the Summer Institute Program held from June 23 to August 15. Included in the 
program for the first tlme uas a basic institute for faculty members from technical instltutee 
which do not offer advanced degrees. The American Society for Engineerlng Education, CO- . - 

sponsor of the program with the AEC, has requested that the bask institute for technical in- . 
Mute faculty be repeated next year, and that four unspecified institutes be given for engineer- 
ing faculties of unlversltlee and colleges. 

On-the-Job Training 

A recent survey conducted by the American Society for Englneerlng Education for the AEC 
showed that 141 engineerlng schools wished to send 379 people to AEC sites for on-the-job 

tralnlng. 

~0a.n of Materials to Educational Institutions 

The loan without charge of AEC-furnished materials to 34 educatlonal institutions was ap- 
proved during July and August. This brings to 94 the number of educational institutions receiv- 
ing the loan of source, special nuclear, and byproduct materials without charge. (End of UN- 
CLASSIFIED section.) 

. 
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Licensing and Regulation 

LICENSING (UNCLASSIFIED) 

Licensing actions and applications received during the July-September quarter are de- 
scribed below. A statistical summary of licensing actions during the quarter is shown in 
Table 1, which also gives cumulative figures as of September 30, 1958. . 

Power Reactors 

The General Electric Company was authorized to perform, in its Vallecltos Boiling Water 
Reactor, tests of two types of fuel,elements designated as “Geneva Conference Fuel” and 
“APPR Fuel,” and tests designated as ‘Irradiation of Lockheed Sources,” “Automatic Pressure 
Regulator Tests,” and “Operation with Souannah Fuel.” 

Commonwealth Edison Company furnished supplemental hazards data for the Dresden 
nuclear power reactor being constructed in Grundy County, Illinois. 

Consolidated Edison Company of Xew York furnished additional information in connection 
with the nuclear power plant which it is constructing at Indian Point, New York. The supple- 
mental data include (1) revised special nuclear material requirements, (2) a revised core de- 
sign report, (3) a report entitled “Evaluation of Potential Radiation Hazards Resulting from 
Assumed Release of Radioactive Wastes to Atmosphere from the Proposed Buchanan Poxer 
Rant,” and (4) a design report and hazards analysis for the containment vessel. 

Yankee Atomic Electric Company furnished additional hazards, waste disposal, and firan- 
cial data concerning the power reactor which it is constructing at Rowe, hfassachasetta. 

Test Reactors 

A notice was published in August of the proposed issuance to the General Electric Company 
of a license to conduct critical experiments in the General Electric Test Reactor (GETR) at 
power levels not to exceed 50 thermal kilowatts. A hearing was held September 17 before the 
bearing erminer regarding the proposed issuance to the General Electric Company of a license 
to operate the GETR at power levels up to 33,000 )rilo;;ztts. 

Pursuant to the order of the hearing examiner, a permit wzs issued on July 21 to the 
Xational Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (now superseded by the h’ational Aeronautic6 
and Space Administration) for the construction of a 60,000-kilowatt pressurized-F;ater.test 
reactor near Sandusky, Ohio. This reactor will be used for investigations to fur’ther the 
development of materials and components suitable for aircraft propulsion reactors or for 
propulsion-reactors and auxiliary nuclear power -syste‘ms for space vehicles. Df*QZ.cirr!ert 0: Z - 
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Table 1 -Summary of Licensing Actlone 
- 

. 
July- Seplember 1958 

Permits or Total issued Permits or . . 
Applications licensee through licenses _ln effect 

received issued September September SO 

Facilities* 
Power Reactors 

Construction permits 
Licenses to operate 

Test Reactors 
Constructton Permit8 
Licenses to operate 

Research Reactors 
Construction permits 
Licenses to operate ’ 
Licenses to acquire, 

possess, and operate 
Reactor Exports 

Research reactors 
Test reactors 
Power reactors _ 

Critical Experiment 
Facilities 

Construction Permits 
Licenses to operate 

Operators’ Licenses 
Special Nuclear Material 

Licenses 
Source Material Licenses 

issued or renewed 
To raw material 

producers 
To source material 

processors 
To domestic distributors 
To consumers 
For export 

3 1 10 

0 
0 

1 

2 21 

0 2 
0 0 

0 

57 

1 13 
1 ---11 

54 313 

32 26 240 214 

525 13,833 

116 4,355 

7 171 49 

25 699 122 
17s 4,508 652 
204 4,100 0 

0 0 5 
0 1 

4 
1 

0 1 3 
0 0 

3 
0 

4 2 27t 
2 31 

QS 
17 

10 

1 
101 

306 . 

1,286 

463 

*Applications to construct and operate are Wed simultaneously; conversions frcm axstruction permits 

to licenses to operate are made upon satisfactory completion of con~s:ruction 
tPermits authorize the construction of70 reac'brs and modification of 2 reactors. 
1 Permits authorize the constructioa of 40 reactors. 
IExport licenses terminate on completion of shipment 
rTw0 of the lfcenses authorize Dossession 0nlF. 
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LlCENSlNC AhD REGULATION 

WeStinghOUse Electric Corporation flled a final hazards summary report for the 2O,OOO- 
kilowatt testing reactor being constructed at Waltz Mill, Pennsylvania, 

Research Reactors . 
. 

Aerojet-General Nucleonice (AGN) was authorized to construct ten 15-watt Pool-type re- 
search reactor6 (Model AGN-211) at San Ramon, California, and to operate one of them. AGN 
later applled for authority to increase the power level of three of these reactor6 to 100 watts. 
The 100-watt reactors are to be redesignated as Model AGN-211P. 

AGN was authorized to modify the control rods and use 780 grams of uranium 235 as 
reactor fuel, in lieu of 1,000 grams originally estlmated, for the l-watt AGN-211 reactor 
operating at San Ramon. AGN was also authorlzed to increase to 20 uatts the operating level 
of a 5-watt reactor (Model AGN-201M) at San Ramon. 

The University of Delaware was licensed to acquire and operate an AGN-201 lOO-milliwatt 
reactor on its campus at Newark, Delaware. 

The Babcock & WiIcox Company was authorized to build and operate a lo-kilowatt pool- 
type research reactor at Lynchburg, Virginia. 

Battelle hfemorial Institute was authorized to make certain modifications in its research 
reactor and changes in its operating procedures, and was issued a revised special nuclear 
material transfer schedule. . 

.: 
Curt&s-Wright Corporation was authorized to use an additional 200 grams of uranium 235 

contained in fuel elements for its research reactor at Quehanna, Pennsylv’ania. . 

General D>-namics Corporation, San Diego, California, was authorized to conduct experi- 
ments in the TRIGA reactor relating to (1) neutron studies of nuclear cross sections and solid 
state properties, (2) shielding studies of neutrons streaming through holes ln a water shield, 
and (3) a series of reactivity compensation experiments. . 

The General Electric Company advised that its 30-lsilowxtt reactor in Alameda County, 
California, decignated as the NTR, was shut down in mid-March pending repair and modifica- 
tion of the reactor and issuance of a revised license to operate. Wirh the consent of General 
Electric Company, an order &-as issued on August 13 suspending osration of the reactor under 
the existing license. 

A notice cas published of the proposed issuance to Industrial Reactor Laboratories, Inc. 
(LRL), of a license to operate its 5,000-kilowatt reactor at Plainsboro, Kew Jersey. lRL sub- 
sequently advised there would be a delay in completion of gas leakage tests and rquested a 
license, pend,?g completion of these tests, to proceed with criticality and low power tests. 

A notice s;as published of the proposed issuance to Nuclear Derelopment Corpration of 
America of a construction permit and a license to operate at Paaling, h’ew York, a heavy- 
uater-moderated research and training reactor designed to operate at a steady thermal power 
level of 5 w~::s and for short periods at power levels up to 100 watts. 

The University of Michigan was authorized to operate the Ford h’uclear Reactor at power 
levels up to 1,000 kilouatts, in lieu of the 100~kilowatt operation previously authorized. 

Iowa S_ate ColIege appbed for a construction permit and license to operate a IO-kilowatt 
Argonaut-typ= reactor (Model UTR-10) on its campus at Ames, IO=, by the American Radi: 
ator & San&d Sanitary Corporation __-m 
T --- 
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LICENSING AND REGULATION 

7 -- North Carolina State College applied for a construction permit and license to operate a 

IO-kilowatt pool-type reactor on its campus at Raleigh, North Carollna. This will be the second 

research reactor operating on this campus. 

Applications for licenses to acquire and operate reactors manufactured by Aerojet-General 
_ Nucleonics were-filed by Rice Institute, Houston, Texas, and the University 01 Oklahoma, - 

Norman, Oklahoma, each for a Model AGN-211 15-watt pool-type reactor, and by the University. 
01 Maine, Orono, Maine, for an AGN-201 100-miUlwatt reactor. The Unlverslty 01 Oklahoma 
withdrew it6 previous application for a license to construct and operate a 5-watt Atomics Inter- 
national Model L-47 laboratory reactor; 

The University of Arizona applied for a construction permlt and licenoe to operate on its 
campus at Tucson, Arizona, a lo-kilowatt tank-type isotope-production reactor deslgnated by 
the builder, General Dynamite Corporation, aB the TRIGA reactor. . _ 

tt The University of Tennessee requested a construction permit and Ucense to operate a 
research reactor on its campus at Knoxville, Tennessee. The university’s plans call for a lo- 
kilowatt heavy-water-moderated reactor to be built by Nuclear Development Corporation Of 
America. .- 

Reactor Export Licensee 

- S. A. Innocente Mangili.Adriatica, Inc., New York City, ‘waB authorized to ship a 50-kilowatt 
solution-type research reactor (Atomic6 International Model L-54) to Politecnico di Milano, 

?5 
Milan, Italy. Z 

American-Machine .& ‘Foundry Company, New York City, was authorized to expk a 5,000- 

kilowatt tank-type research_ reactor to Osterreichische Studiengesellschalt fur Atomenergie 

d 
Gesellschalt m.b.h., near Vienna, Au+& 

’ ‘American Intercontinental Trade h Service Co., Inc., IJew York’City, applied for a license 
to export to Centre d’Etude6 1’Energie Nucleaire, Brussels, Belgium, a 43,000-thermal- 
kilowatt pressurized-light-water power reactor built by Westinghouse EIectric Co&ration.* 

:_ - 

Critical Experiment Facilities . ’ 

er The Babcock-g; Wilcox Company was authorized to construct and operate a third critical 
experiment facility at Lynchburg, Virginia, to obtain data for the proposed Liquid Xle’al Fuel 
Reactor Experiment. 

- 
The General Dynamics Corporation was authorized to (1) erect a graphite thermal column 

on one side of the existing CIRGA facility and measure the effects of various reflecting shield- 
ing materials placed around the thermal column, and (2) modify the CIRGA facility and per- 
form tests to simulate and provide data for the REGA research reactor which General Dy- 
namics proposes to build. 

The Wedinghouse Electric Corporation was authorized to p+rlorm a third series 01 
critical experiments for the Yankee power reactor. 

IJ2terials Licenses 

Allocaticns made under special nuclear material licenses dure ,the quarter totaled 5,132 
grams of plutonium, 540,617 grams of uranium 235, and 5 gras of uranium 233. Of the total 

*License issued November 6. 
- .- 

. 
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LICEh'SING AND REGULATION 

uranium 235 allocated, .225,000 grams were for reactor fuel, 270,100 grams for crltlcal ex- 
perlments, 45,500 grams for commercial fuel element fabrlcatlon, and 17 grams for research 
and development, 

During the quarter 1,777 radlolsotope licensee were issued. These included, in addition to 
renewals and amendmenta, 446 licensee issued to new licensees. New licensees during the - . 

quarter and the number of llcenseee on September 30 are classlfted as follows: 

New Licensees Ltcenseee on 

July-September 1958 September SO 

hledical institutions and physicians 11s. 1,797 
Industrial companies 78 1,358 
Federal and state laboratories 239 587 
Colleges and universities Q 238 
Foundations and institutions _ 3 45 _ 
Other 4 50 

Total 446 4,075 . 

There were reported’636 $hipments to non-Soviet bloc countries during the July-September 
quarter. The Oak Ridge National Laboratory (the AEC’s principal distributor of radioisotopes) 
made 1,147 shipments of radioisotopes; by September 30 ORNL had made a total of 115,460 
shipments. -’ 

Licenses authorizing disposal of radioactive wastes at sea were issued to Isotopes Spe- 
cialties CornParry, Inc., Burbank, California, American Ma31 Line, Ltd., Seattle, Washington, , 
and h’cw England Tank Cleaning Company, Cambridge, Massachusetts. 

h’otices were published of the proposed issuance of licenses to provide radioactive =ste 
di&csti serv.ice to the Walker Trucking Company, New Britati, Connecticut, and Nuclear 
Engineering Company, Inc., Walnut Creek, California. In both cases a @tiffon to intervene and 
a request for a hearing were filed with the ABC. The petition ln the case of the Nuclear Engt- 
neering Company was subsequently withdrawn. + The petition in the case of the Walker Trucking 
Company was filed by the town of Portland, ConnecticuLt where the company propses to pre- 
pzre paclizged waste for sea disposal and store such packages temporarily. The petition was 
based on the objections of oil companies in the immediate vicinity of the Walker Trucking 
Company location. 

A hearing u-as held July 30-31 in the matter of the apparent violation by Advance Indus- 
trial X-Ray Laboratories (a division of Air Frame Inspection, Inc.), Los Angeles, of certain 
license conditions and regulations, which may have contributed to a radiation incident involving 
the loss of a 29-curie iridium 192 source and exposure of personnel to radiation in excess of 
permissible limits. The testimony was under consideration by the hearing examiner. 

On Xug-2s.t 29 an order %a; issued to Empire Steel Castings, Inc., Reading, Pennsylvania, 
to cease and desist from further use of a l-curie cobalt 60 source possessed without a by- 
product m;aterial license. The firm was directed to place the source in storage pending either 
transfer oi the source to a licensed recipient or the issuance of a license by the AxC. 

‘-4 1fcer.s.e was issued to Nuclear Engineering Company on October 22. 
tTwo add.itional petitions to intervene were filed by Elliott Earl. Manag-ing Director of the Inititute 

for h‘uclear Srology. Manchester. Connecticut. and Wafter A Lynch of Fort R’asbLngoo. Sew Pork The 
natwr of the Kalker Trucking Company was 6et down for a prehearing conference and ior a hearing, to be 
held ir. H2r-C~rd on November 18 and 19. reswctivelv. 
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REACTOR SAFETY 

The AEC staff conducted safety reviews of more than 65 privately owned and Government- 
owned facilltlee. Reactors at the Geneva Conference were evaluated for safety of operation. 

The Advisory Commlttee.on Reactor Safeguards met tn July and August to revlew eight _ _ 
projects referred to it by AEC. 

CO0PERATION WITH STATES AND OTHER AGENCIES 

Upon request, the AEC staff reviewed proposed legislation on radiation safety regulations 
of a number of states including Jdaho, Tennessee, and New Mexko. It 1s expected that the 45 

state legislatures meeting early tn 1959 will consider a number of bills fn the atomic energy 
field. 

Several meettrigs were held with other Federal agencies to discuss problems and develop 

pertlnent regulations with respect to the transportation of radioact!ve materials. 

Representatives of the South Carolina Industrial Commfssion met with the AEC staff to 
discuss usage and movements of radioactive materlals within South Caroltna. The staff also 
met with officials of the Utah Department of Health, the Idaho Health and Labor Departments, 
and the Maryland-National Capital Park and Planning Commission, 

_ . . ..-. . . 

FL~‘A~‘CIAL PROTECTION AND I~DE&TY 
, .’ 

Two proposed amendments to the temporary indemnity regulatfon (10 CFR Part 140) were 
published in the Federal Register on August 28. The first set forth the proposed form of in- 
demnity agreement to be entered intdwlth reactor licensees; the second requested public 
comment concerning whether or not the AEC should accept the insurance associations’ stindzrd 
nuclear energy liability insurance policy as proof of financial protection. Interested. persons 
had until November 1 to submit written comments on the two proposed amendments. 

Work was nearing completion on a third proposed zmendment, concerning the method of 
computing the amount of fix&&l protection which reactor licensees must procure. (End of 

UNCLkSSlFlED section.) 
__ : 

. . 
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IndustriaI Development 

INDUSTRIAL PARTICIPATION (UNCLASSIFIED) 

Foreign Third-Party Liability 

European efforts to solve the th.ird-party liability problem were centered principally 
around the preparation of the draft convention sponsored by the Organization for European 
Economic Cooperation (OEEC). * The convention would establtsh uniform law for those coun- 
tries which signed the convention. This approach would impose liability in the event of a no- 
clear incident only upon the operator of the nuclear installation involved, and suits for 

_ damages could not lx maintained against any other persons (including suppliers). The draft 
convention would appear to be approaching its final form, and may be submitted for consid- 
eration to OEEC member governments toward the end of 1958. 

.- 
The Commission In September 1958, also suggested that the International Atomic Energy 

-Agency (IAEA) institute necessary studies and proposals for action to effect a worldwide so- 
lution to the problem, and the IAEA’S response has been most favorable. 

. 

Commercial Services Available 

Materials and services available commercially. An announcement v-as issued Septemlxr 5 
by the AEC to guide industry by Itsting those materials and services related to the atomic en- 
ergy industry which are available from commercial sources and for which the AEC no longer 
acts as supplier. The materials and services listed were: 

1. hlaterials: 

a. Thorium metal and oxides, 
b. Natural uranium metal, 
c. Natural uranium compounds, and 
d. Heavy r;ater in quantities less than 125 pounds (ava.ilable through 

commerciaI re*ailers). 

2. Services: 

a. Conversion of enriched OT depleted uranium henguoride‘into uranium 
metal, otides, and other enriched or depleted uranium compounds, 

l The members of the OEEC are: Austria. Belgijcm. Deu;ark. France, Germany, Greece, Icelmd, 
Ireland, Italy, Luxezzbourg. the h’etherlznds. Koraay. Portx&al, Sweden. S=iLerland, Turjke)-, and &e 
L’nited Kingdom. Tine United Sates is an associate member. F,cr?-lm;r .__,.L L . .._. 6 t @f EY- 

\ L’:<:r.‘-r’r Cf.;:,? ,.._:_. ‘._ * . 
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INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT 

b. Recovery of uranlum from unlrradiated scrap resulting from uranium con- 

version, fuel element fabrication, etc. (The AEC continues to offer the service of 

recovery of uranium and plutonium in irradiated fuel.), 
c. Fabrication of fuel elements, and 

d. Gamma-irradiation services and experiment& 
. 

Reactor iu& cores: ‘The assembly bf reactor’ cores was begun at the Montille, Connectl- - 
cut, plant of the Olin Mathleson Chemical Corporation. In its announcement of August 26 the ‘. 
corporation stated that initially it6 work would be primarily for the military services, but that 

a growing demand was anticipated for its services from American and foreign industry. 

. *. 

Effort6 to Advance Industry . - *_ 
. . . . 

AEb procurement of commercial processing and fabrication services, The Hartford Area 
Office of the AEC issued invitations to industry to bid for the preparation of uranium metal 
slabs depleted in uranium 235:The slabs are to be used in work being performed by Pratt & 

wtney under AEC contract, The invllatlon to perform this work is part of the effort of the . 
AEC to have its nonroutine requirements for processing nuclear material6 met by private in- 

dustry whenever sources are available at reasonable prices. 

Sales of uranium enriched to 99.97 percent in the uranium 238 isotope. The AEC announced 

that it will sell to. licensees uranium enriched to more than 99.97 percent in the uranium 238 
isotope. Gram and milligram quantities of this material are used in fission chambers for rou- 
tine measurement and control purposes and in research for precise measurements of neutron 
cross sections. The material enriched in uranium 238 is sold in the following forms from the 
Oak Ridge h’ational Laboratory. 

Per gram of 
uranium - 

U,Os ~&-a&urn oxide) . 
‘/s-inch diameter cast red 

$15.25 - -_ . 
_ 16.50. 4 

Metal foil _ 16.75 

The prices listed do’not include transportation or standard handling charge of $14 per 
shipment. 

. 
Sales of depleted uranium. Slightly more than 71,000 kilograms of depleted uranium were 

sold &Jring the quarter. The availability of various assays of depleted uranium for sale on an 

unclassified basis was announced on June 27, 1958. 

Test irradiation services. Industrial concerns and research and educational institutions 
were invited to submit propcsals by January 12, 1959, to perform test irradiation ‘sexices for 
the AEC. The irradiation services would be performed in reactors specially designed to test 
reactor materials and components. Requirements of industry and other Government agencies 
for space in test reactors are expected to increase significantly in the next several years. 
CiMlian and military reactor projects under develo?men: by the AEC u-ill require irradiation 
services for at least a 5-year period. The inl-itation to perform irradiation services furthers 
the AEC policy announced in November 1956 of fostering the construction of non-Gorernment- 
oxned test reactors by industry. 

hfeetings. Industrial representatires xere invited to attend certain meetings heid prima- 

rily for the purpose of enabling AEC and contractor personnel to exchange inforna?ion on 

technical subjects. One such meeting F;as held on the role of analytical chemistry in nuclear 



INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT 

reactor technology al Gatllnburg, Tennessee, from September 29 through October 1. Another, 

on weak interactions; is to be held at Gatllnburg on October 27-29. 

A technical information meeting on gas-cooled ‘power reactors was scheduled for Octo- 
ber 21-22 at Oak Ridge National Laboratory. 

Tentatlve plans called for AEC-sponsored meetings to be held on lest reactors, waste f’isl e 
sion product recovery, and industrial uses of radioisotopes. 

Leasing of Heavy Water 

The policy to lease heavy water for use in domestic and foreign research, medical, and 
testing reactors was announced by the AEC on August 15. Previous transactions in healy u-a- 
ter were primarily on a sales basis. The policy provides operators of these types of reactors 
with the choice of leasing heavy water at a charge of 4 percent per year of the sales price, or 
of purchasing the heavy water at $28 per pound. The heavy water is to be leased in quantltlbe 
of one short ton or more for the initial inventory requirement of the reactor. Leasing of heavy 
water would permit the reduction of the initial capital outlay for these types of reactors. 

Access Permit Program 

During the July-September quarter 48 new applications for access permits were received, 
compared with 55 in the preceding quarter. On September 30 there were 1,419 access permits 
in effect. About 59 percent of the permits were issued for access to Secret-Restricted Data. 
Of the 1,003 permits due to expire by September 30, 81 percent had been renewed 

ISOTOPE DEVELOPMENT 

-_ 
’ Food Irradiation Facility 

In July a contract was signed with the Curtiss-Wright Corporation to design, develop, and 
test operate a cobalt 60 High Intensity Food Irradiator (HI-FI). The HI-FI is to be completed 
in the summer of 1960 at the U. S. Army Ionizing Radiation Center at Lathrop, California. 
About 2,000,OOO curies of cobalt 60 are to be produced at Sa\zrmah River for the facility. 
Cobalt 60 test slugs were being irradiated at Sa\znnah River to develop source parameters. 

A temporary irradiation facility was es’kablished at Savannah River to ewb.le the United 
States Army Quartermaster Corps to perform that phase of its food irradiation project con- 

cerned witi long-term feeding of animals. The facility uses spent fuel elements as ra&ation 
sources to sterilize food with doses of 3 to 6 megarads, and is capable of producing IO tens of 
irradiated. iood per month. Irradiation of food was begun on JuIy 9. 

Acivisor~; Committee on Isotope and Radiation Development 

An Advisory Committee on Isotope and Rzdiation Development was es’kblished to ad\+e 
the AEC 02 such activities as (1) the development of practical industrial uses of radioisotopes 
and tigh-level radiation, (2) the encouragement of prixate production of ratioisotopes, ad 
(3) the assistance required by industrial personnel to ob’kin techno1ogica.I trak-irg for PFZCZ- 

cal applications of radioisotopes. 

Meeting 03 High-Level Radiation 
xx& bE”;eEn?@? 

A meeting was held in August with AEC contractors to coordinate efforts in dtl-:erm=inlng 
present ar,d future prospects for the application of high-level radiation, the tec*h.rAczl zzd rz=~- 
agerial problems peculiar to the applications of high-level radiation, and tie power and t,Tes 
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INDUGTRIAL DEVElLlPMEhT 

-_ 
: of ra&atlon 8ource8 required. The AEC contractors attending the meeting were representa- 

tives of the CEM group (chemicals, electronics, and metallurgy) conslstlng of Emerson Radlo 
and Phonograph Corporation, General Aniline and F’llm Corporation, Revere Copper and Bras& 
Incorporated, and representatives from Radiation Applications, Incorporated, and W. H. John- 
ston Associatee. 

Joint Industry-Government Program to Develop Industrfal 
USeB Of RadlOiBOtOpeE : ._ 

Xndustrial organizations and research laboratories were invited by public announcement 
on September 29 lo participate in joint Industry-Government projects to expand and develop 
industrlal use8 of radloieotopee. Applicants are to submit proposal8 by June SO, 1959, lnclud- 
ing a statement of the industrial problem and outlining the research and development work to 
invest&ate the use of radioisotopes for its solution. The project8 are to be carried out bp 
AEC-financed contracte. . :. ! . 

. RadiolsotoDe Distribution and Sale8 

As of September 39, 565,000 curies of radioisotopes were sold by the Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory and distributed ti 115,460 shipments. (End of UNCLASSIFIED section.) 

Project PLOWSHARE 

During the quarter the.possible use of nuclear explosions for nonmflltary applications con- 
tinued under investigation. In addition, the AEC worked with the State Department and other 

Government age&es in e&bllshlng the United States position on nuclear explosions for peace- 
ful purposes to be reflected ln the Geneva dlscusslons on the Discontinuance of Nuclear Testing. 
It uas planned at that time that our program to lnvestlgate the use of nuclear explosions for 
peaceful purposes would cdntlnue, even though international super&ion might be necessary. 

The kinds of projects which will be ready for execution in the next few years and problems 
involved in carrying out experiments are being s!udied. (Certain related studies are described 
under CHEhGSTRY RESEARCH on page 46.) Specifically, the AEC is considering the ZoIloMng 
experiments 2s being’tbe most feasible for execution during the next few years: 

1. The Salado salt bed detonation of 10 kilotons at 1,200-foot depth to be fired in 
the fall of 1959. Core drflling for survey’purposes had begun. The site of the shot 
and conditions of firing are under consideration. 

2. The oiI-shale experiment to be conducted on Government land, tith a deto- 
nation of a fear kilotons to be fired during the summer of 1960. AEC is considering 
an arrangement for this shqt whereby the site is furnished by the IXpartment of the 
Interior. The preparations.for the firing, including digging a shaft, would be a co- 
operative venture with the oil industry. The explosive, its emplacement, and firing 
would be provided by the AEC. A meeting uas held in Laramie, V’yoming, in Augu8t 
with represen*atives of the AEC, the Bureau of Mines, and the University of Cdll- 
forma Radiation Laboratory to discuss the recovery of oil from oil shzle6 through 
use of nuclear explosions. It was concluded that the prospect for recovery FZS prom- 
ising and -r&ted approaching the oiI industry for further examination of the tech- 
nicdl aspects involved and for an expression of interest on the part of the i.ndust~Y. 
Accordingly, plans were made for a meeting -;;if.h representatives of the oil i.nd’.Stq’ _ 

in January 1959. The Bureau of Mines and the AEC have a working aragement for 
the experiment for the recovery of oil from shale and for the developyent of other 
minera.I resources with nuclear devices. __ 



lNDUSTRlAL DEVE WPMENT 

3. The oil-sands firing in the Alhabaska area of Alberta, Canada, of a device with 
a few tens of kilotons at a depth 1,200 to 1,500 feet. The Richfield 011 Company hm 
developed a rather definillve plan for thLs experlment. The company has offered to 
prepare the s$te of delonation and to furnish Iogistic support, and has offered also to 
reimburse the AEC for producing the explosion. We have olfered to supply informa- 
tion, ad&e, and technical assistance to any joint Richfield-Canadian organization set 
up to formulate plans for the experiment, Further action on plans for this experiment 
L contingent upon approval by and a request from the Canadian Government. 

‘. 

4. Civil engineering appllcatlone. At some tlme during the 1980-1961 period the 
, AEC hopes to conduct one or more civil engineering expzrfments. Severa poseibl.Ii- 

ties have been suggested including the excavation of a harbor ln Alaska, the breaking 
of an atoll reef, and the clearance of the hladeira River in BrazSl. 

Numerous inquiries and prOpOSdE have been received from, and meetings have been held 
with, representatives of private industry who are fnterested in the PLOWSHAFtE project. These 
include most of the major oil companies, many chemical companle8, some mining !irme, some 
engineering firms, ‘and various other industrial groups. 

Tn order to assist industry in participating in Project PLOWSHARE, the AEC has deter- 
mined, and tie Department of Defense has concurred, that the followhg general information 
on size, yield, and cost of nuclear devices can be furnished to science and industry on an un- 
classified basti. Use of such information will permit them to evaluate more fully the eco- 
nomics of. concfuctlng~experiments or detonations for peaceful purposes: 

1. The cost of fabricating and firing a device 30 inches ELI diameter and of a few 
kiIotons yield, all from fission, would approximate $500,000 when made avaFIabIe in 
small numbers. 

2. The cost of fabricating and firfng a device 30 inches in diameter of a few tens 
of kilotons yield, all from fission, would approximate $750,000 when made available 
in smaH numbers. . 

3. The cost of fabricating and firing a device 60 inches in diameter tith a yield 
range up’to 5 megatons, 5 percent from fission and 95 percent from fusion, would be 
approximateIy $l,OOO,OOO in small numbers. 

4. Tn the event of multiple firing in the same location, or of using large numbers 
of devices, the cost per firing would be substantially reduced. 

5. These costs are only those incident to the fabrication of the device, emplacing 
it in its firing location, making the firing attachments, firing, and studies to assure 
public safely and to determine the results of the detonation. The costs do not include 
costs of preparing a hole, shaft, structures for the firing, or studies to determine the 
extent of industrial utility. (End of section.) 
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Port VII 

Physical Research .. . 

HIGH &EFtGY P&ICS (UNCLASSIFIED) 

Argonne h’ational Laboratory 

A high energy physics program is being inaugurated at Argonne.’ Dr. Roger H. Hildebrand 
was appointed Associate Director of the Argonne National Laboratory for the high energy phys- 
ics program. Duties of the new position include administering the construction of the lo-15 
billion-electron-vo!t proton synchrotron. Preliminary design of this accelerator started in 
June. 

Brookhaven h’ationai Laboratory 
. 

Design of the new Cosmotron coil at Brookhaven vias completed. Changes were necessary 
in insulation specifications because of failure to pass lO,OOO-volt acceptance tests. Excessive 
moisture in the cambric tape was believed to be the cause of the failure, and the manufacturer 
accordingly agreed to predry all the cambric insulating tape as well as to use an extra finish- 
ing coat of varnish. At the end of September the manufacturer was worktng around-the-clock 
on a &day Forkxeek in order to’m& up as much of the delay as possible. Delivery of all 
conductors -zzs expected to ‘be completed by mid-November. Operation of the Cosmotron is 
now expected to resume in January 1959. 

University of California Radiation Laboratory at Berkeley 

The BeGtron resumed normal operation in August afier repairs were made to the genera- 
tor that broke down in April. During most of the period of breakdon the machine F;;~s operated 
on one geoerztor at lower energy and at a slower pulse rate. Also during this perid mociifi- 
cations were made to the injector to permit maximum extraction of the beam into the race- 
track. D.dng August and September, performance of the Bevatron was generally satisfactory 
in spite of intermittent shutdowns caused by minor troubles with the high voltage rectifier 
tubes (igiitrt;2S) in the power supply. 

A group _. =-om Duke University operated their helium bubble chamber, using the Becatron 
lzam, to s!?l+ hyperfragments. Other outside groups using the machine included those from 
Princeton UrZrersity and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. BOE &~@-XVEB 

The 72-inch bubble chamber is substanti.a.IIp completed and is undergoing preoparational 
testing. T5.s chamber wiU be capable of analyzing the entire range of nuclear triteractions 
and events s;Y-_-_ch the Bevatron can produce. It is the largest such device in the -world. Prior 
to using quiz hydrogen in the chamber, the entire system ti be thoroughly checked, using 
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PM’SICAL RESEARCH 

liquid nitrogen. Cooling of the chamber to the temperature of liquid nltrogen (-195’ centigrade) 
was accomplished. A Horton sphere 22 feet in dlameter wa6 constructed adfacent lo the bubble 
chamber for storage of Ilquld hydrogen and for u6e a6 a discharge reservoir fn case of emer- 
gency. . 

. : 

Oak Ridge National Laboratory . 

The Ate WPZB Relected for construction of the cyclotron, authorized a6 project 59-e-14. 

Baelc magnet design for the Oak Rldge cyclotron is now firm and features a three-fold azf- 
mutha.Ily varying magnetic field which wfll provide suitable focusing forces for the ftxed- 
frequency accelcratlon of protons at energies up to 75 mllllon electron volts (?Jev). Moreover, 
beCause of a wlZe range of control of average magnetic field strength and configuration and 
because of the Incorporation of a variable radiofrequency system, it will be po66ible to a+ 

celerate heavier particles such a6 helium, carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, neon, 2nd argon to ener- 
giee up to 100 Mev. 

Yale University 

The operattng schedule for the Yale heavy ion linear accelerator (HTLJC) wa6 increased 
to incorporate ul additional operating shift. To make the machme available for additional ex- 

periments, preparations were begun to double the pulse rate of five per second and to limit t0 
one half a week out of each 4 weeks the period for machine development and scheduled main- 
tenance. Universities possessing accelerators have experienced a general increase in the 
demand for operating time to perform research. 

COhTROLLED THERMONUCLEAR RESEARCH 

Geneva Conference 

A major part of the time of key SHERWOOD laboratory personnel was devoted.to the final 

preparation of exhibits, and the setting up and dismantling of these exhibits in Geneva. A.H 
exhibits operated satisfactorily during the Conference and were generally aclzowledged to be 
successful and impressive. 

On August 30, the Chairman of the United States Delegation, Lewis L. Strauss, and the 
Chairman of tie United Ktngdom Delegation announced complete declassification of the pro- 
grams of both countries for research on the control of thermorkclear reactions.* The vast 

bulk of infor cation relating to controlled thermonuclear research had been pre’iiorrsly de&z+ 

sified, the mcst recent previous major action haring been announced joFntly in January 1958. 

During tie Conference it became known that the USSR (1) is working on the pF?ch ap- 
proach at a 1eTel comparable with the United States- United Kingdom effort, (2) doe6 not ap- 

pear to have z strong effort along the lines of the Stellarator, and (3) ha.6 built a series af 

experimental devices of increasing size to investigate high energy ion injection into mirror 
geometries. This latter effort parallels the mirror programs at Oak Ridge Katiordl Labora- 
tory and the rniversity of California Radiation LizborztorJ- at Livermore. 

Russian theoreticians discussed a new form of energ radiation loss which fiey expect 
may occur in very hot plasmas. Thi6 loss is associated with the spiraling of fast electron6 
in 2 magnetic field and, ahen coupled -;ith ordinaq bremsstrahlung losses, may require higher 
operating temperatures for an ultimate thermonuclear po;Fer producer. 

DOE ARC$I%“E~ 

l The balk for the Coznmission’s decision to declaslfy Project SHERWOOD and tJx phns fy -an-,_._ _ _; ,_ ._ 
nmncing this l~cision were described in a letter to the Joint Committee dated huge2 28. 1958. 

z:- . 
_- _ _ 
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PHYSICAL RESEARCH 

Los Alamo5 Scfentiflc Laboratory 

Operation of the shock-mlrror device, Scylla, at the LOB Alamos Sclentlfic Laboratory 

lent further support to the idea that the neUtrOnB produced in this device may be thermonuclear. 

Pre!imlnary neutron energy measurements fatred to dleclose the existence of bombardment 

or mass motion effects in the plasma, However, further work is necessary to establlah con- - _ 

cluslvely the characteristics of the plasma. 

Studlee with Perhapsatron S-4 furnished additlonaI experimental lnformatlon on the com- 
plex behavior of stablllzed toroldal pinch dlschargee. There is some evidence for the existence 
of small-scale turbulence or plasma osciliatlon effects at the plasma surface. 

Oak Ridge National Laboratory 

Development of a new (von Ardenne-type) ion source and high current capacity accelerat- 
lng tube progressed to the point where these improved components could be installed on the 

DCX machine at Oak Ridge. Improved diagnostic technrques have been developed for studying 

the “partial burnout” which may have been attained in a hydrogen plasma. The %urnout”con- 

dltlon will be reached when the injected ion beam current is hlgh enough to overcome the CC& 

ing effects of the neutral gas background, 

Princeton 

Encouraging results were obtained from ion cyclotron heating studies with the B-65 Stel- 
iarator device. Plasma temperatures of approximately half a million degrees were maintained 
for periods of several mliliseconds by the radiofrequency power supply, operating at a powei 
level of about 250 kliowatts. As with the pinch devices, it is not knovm what loss proceseee 
constitute the principal energy drain on the plasma. Under certain conditions, neutrons have 

been produced in the B-65, but they are probably not of thermonuclear or- 

Beslgn and fabrication of Model C components has begun. This rork is be:ng carried out 
by C. StelIarator Associates, a working group composed of personnel of Aiils-Chalmers and 
Radio Corporation of America. In August, Princeton decided to postpone detaiIed design and 
fabrication of 2 portion of the projected radiofrequency heating equipment for the Model C 
and to revise the design of the lower frequency (magnetic pumping) equipment. 

Construction of the Phase I-A supporting facilities for Model C ~;a9 one-third complete. 
Separate contracts were awarded for construction of the ‘Phase I buildings, Khich -irili house 
the experiment& complex. Building construction is essentially on schedule. 

University of California Radiation Laboratory 

In the mirror machine program at Livermore, emphasis continues to be on pI;sma diag- 
nostics and on Zznprovement of plasma sources and injection techniques. 

The pinch group continued to study “anomaious” energy dissipation processes in pinch 
discharges and the effects of nmaxay electrons on pinch behavior. 

The generzi nature of the Astron approach FZS disclosed before an Xrrerican Physical 
Society meeting in August. Work continued on the relativGtic electron injection sys?em, and 
an impressive electron beam has been developed. 

COMPUTER RESEARCH 

Research ~2s begun on the application of cryogenics to computer technology. Use alil be 
madeof the fact that it is possible to mainbin circulating eiectricai currents indefinitely at 
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temperatures a few degrees above absolute zero. These currents may be conlrolled by a mag- 

nellc field that can quench the current by lntroduclng electrical resistance. The electrical 
engineering problems are new, 

‘From a theorellcal standpolnt, a computer operatlng at cryogenic temperatures offers 
the promise of cotipactnese, rellabllity, and economy coupled with an effective increase in . . 

* capacity and speed, resulting from the fact that many bask operations can be performed sl- 

multaneously. With respect to these characteristics, such a computer would be more ltke a . . 

human brain thzn are existing computer& 

The research work on certain computer components 15 being carried out under contracts 
with Duke University and the General Electric Company, worklng in collaboration. (End Of 

UNCLASSIFIED section.) 

CHEMlST’RY RESEARCH 

Activation Anz.lfysis (UNCLASSIFIED) 

Semirout-be analytical methods for measurements as lor; as parts-per-billion have been 
developed for determining the content of argon, xenon, and krypton in gas and liquid samples. 
The principle zsed is based on thermal neutron activation. 

NUCLEAR STZUCTURE AND NEUTROX PHYSICS RESEARCH 

The total neutron cross section of neptunium 237 F;as measured over- an energy r&ge from 
z to 40 electron volts using a neutron veiocity selector irstalled at the Low Interrsity Testing 
Reactor at 0z’;E Ridge. 



._-.. _ ___ .-. 
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Effects of FtacVatton on the Oxldatlon of Niobium 

A study of the effect of radiatlon on the oxldation characterlsttce of nloblum is in progrees. 
Linhted experimental results indicate that the rate of oxidation of nloblum in early stages of - . 
oxtdatton is not appreciably affected by radiatton. 

Microstresses in Metal Crystals 

A dIffraction theory for very thin, tmperfect surface oxldes on single crystals of copper 
has been deveIoped, Comparisons between theoretical and experimental results appear en- 
couraging. If more precise measurements conflrm the correctness of the theory, new infor- 
mation on the structure of such films may result. 

Ceramics Research 

Hot presstig an intermedtate grade of sinterable beryllium oxide at temperatures of 1,050, 
1,150, and 1,250 degrees centigrade resulted in densities of 94 to 98 percent of the marfmum 
denslty theoretically possible. Hot presstng of purified beryllium oxlde at these same tem- 
peratures resulted ln densities of 88, 86, and 97 percent. The high density obtained in the in- 

termediate grade material is attributed partly to an impurity ‘that retains moisture at 1,050 
degrees centigrade. 

OAK RIDGE RZACTOR OPERATIONS 

The new Oak Ridge Research Reactor was turned over to the operating group on July 1, 
and routine operation began tn mid-July. 

Preparaticns continued for increasing the power level of the air-cooled graphite reactor 

at Oak Ridge. Specifications were completed for the enriched fuel elements to be used. The 
contemplated Changes ail1 provide a power level of about 10,000 ktlonatts tristead of the 9,709 
kilcr;;atts currently obtainable with normal uranium fuel. 

NATIONAL POLICY ON HIGH ENERGY ACCELERATORS 

Meetings tave been held with representatives of the Department of Defense, the h’ational 
Science Foundation, and the Science Advisory Committee for the purpose of developing a rd- 

tioral policy fcr the construction and operation of high energy particle accelerators. A panel 
of srienWts, convened by the National Science Foundation, has submitted a technical analysis 
of the future oxds. A joint subcommittee composed of members of both the General Ad-.-!soq 
Committee anl the Science Advisory Committee is currently studying the probiens. (Er.d of 
UNCLASSIFIED section.) 
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Port VIII 

Biology and Medicine 

FWXOBIOLOGICAL SURVEYS IN THE PACIFIC (UNCLASSIFIED) 

Prellmlnary results of iome of the radiobiological surveys conducted in the Pacific during 
the July-September quarter are given below. These surveys, Borne of which were still in prog- 
ress at the end of the quarter, were undertaken to monitor the radloactlvity in the water and in 
marine organisma, resulting: from Cperatlon HARDTACK.. The survey8 were described in de- 
tall in the Quarterly Progress Report, April- June 1958. 

Fallout During Operation BARDTACK 

Highly radioactive fallout was limited to the announced danger area. Radiatlon doses to 

members of the Joint Task Force were kept to a minimum, and there were no serious radlatlon 
sltuatl ens. 

Marine Badiobiologlcal Surveys 

A rad.loblological survey of the danger area conducted August 9-15 indicated that the re- 
stricted area ccrcild be disestablished without hazard. A similar survey was conducted Septem- 
ber 3-12 in the area between Enlwetok and Guam, covering most of the western half of the 
restricted area and extending a considerable distance beyond its western bcmmkry. Sea aater 
and plankton samples indicated that the radioactivity level8 were of the same order of ma@- 
tude as those foxnd in the post-REDWING survey in 1956. F’urther evaluation of the result8 
u-as being made, 

Tuna Sampling 

By the end of September samples of tuna from about 100 locations in the western -and cen- 
tral Pacific and 2 locations tn the Indian Ocean had been sent to the Laboratory of Radiation 
Biology of the University of Washington for gross beta and gamma count8 and analysis. Most 
of the tuna ~a8 caught in the area north of the equator, couth of Japan, west of the Enisetok 
test site, and east of the Philippines. Counting of these samples revealed little radioactivity, 
most of wh.ich could be accounted for by the naturally occurring radioleotope p&a.srlum 40. 
However, at a later time and in limited areas, some tuna may acquire some ratioac:i~ity pro- 
duced by the E--TACK test, probably by my of the fo& chain. 

SOIL SAMPLIXG AROUND THE h’EVADA TEST SlTE 

Folloaing Operation PLUMBBOB (1957) sot1 samples cere collected for an.alys:s for 
strontium DO from areas around the ?iera& Test Site (hTS) recelvtig some oftbe heaviest 
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‘---‘s~-fallout from tests at NTS. Results of analyses completed by the end of the quarter are given 

below. These values are substantially lower than values for these areas derived from theo- 
retlcal calculations: The difference between the actual and expected strontium 90 content may 
result from such factors a8 weatherlng and low rainfall in these areas and from the fact that 
stroitlum 90.tends to form a smaller percentage of nearby fallout than predicted from tablea - 

of theoretical composltlon of mixed fission producte. 

_’ 
_. 

* _. 

Location 
. 

Templute, Nevada 
Cedar City, UtaJr . 
Lund, Nevada 
Beaver, Utah . .’ 
Eureka, Nevada ,I 
k. George, Utah ._ 

Alamo, Nevada 
Blshop, Califomla 
Callente, Nevada 
Over-ton, Nevada 
Mesquite, Nevada 
Barstow, California 

Strontium 90, 
(mllllcurlee per square mile) 

42.3 
30.2 
30.7 
29.6 
25.0 
24.1, 
15.3 
14.9 . 
14.6 

9.7 
5.2 
1.96 

-- 

. . 
For compzrison, &Iues for some other locations in the United States are given below. It 

will be notedthat the values for soils collected around NT’S are not significantly different from 
the values for these other locations. 

Strontium 90 

Location ’ (mlllicurles per square mile) . 

&lemphiB, TeMeSsee 

Rapid City, South Dakota 
New Orleans, Louisiana 
Detroit, Michigan 
Rochester, New York 
Seattle, Washington 
Los Angeles, Califoml2 

38.0 
31.7 
30.4 
29.9 
27.9 
27.5 
8.3 

(Values obtained from other locations Fiere all viithin the 
range shown above.) 

PREPAR_4TJON FOR LARGE-SCALE RADIOEPIDEMlOLOGIC STUDIES DOE RBCtim 
About 30 scientis!s engaged in human radiobiologic studies attended 2 meeting a? AEC 

headquarters in September to advise on planning for large-scale studies of the effects of IOW- 

level enviro.nmentaI rad.iation on human populations. Effort nas made to design inres?ig2tive 

procedures for measuring general fitness and the effects that environmental radiation may. 
have on fitness. Particular attention uas given to leukemia induced by radiation 2nd to the 
effects of rad.i;tion at different altitudes. The f;rst part of the meeting v;26 devoted to refiew 
of the status of studies dealing with “ready-made” human radiobiologic situations, such 2s 

those at Hiroshima 2nd the hfarshall Islands and those presented by accident cues, radmm 
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dtal paintem, miners of radioactive ores, therapy cases, and people who ltve in radioactive 
regions or drink water that la radioactive. The second part of the meettng was devoted lo 
dlscusslon of investlgattve procedures for more comprehensive studies. It was felt that the 
studies already under way were valuable and should be continued. It was recognized, how- 

i . _ 

ever, that the undertaking of more comprehensive studles would present many dlfftcultier . 
and that meaningful sclentlfic information might not be derlved from them. 8 . 

AERIAL RADIATION SURVEYS 

During the July-September quarter the U. S. Geological Survey conducted aerial radiation 
surveys in the southwestern corner of Utah and adjoining territory in Nevada and Arizona to 
obtain data for use in a study concerned with external gamma radiation levels in and around 
certain commutities. In addition firm plane were developed to extend the aerial monitoring 
program conducted In connection with fall 1958 weapons test activities at the Nevada Test Stte 
to include surveys of Mare Island, Llvermore, and Berkeley reactor locations on the West 
Coast, and BrooWlaven and New London on the East Coast. 

CIVIL EFFECTS ACTIVITIES 
i 

Radiation Surveys -Nevada Test Site Area 

Aerial and ground radiation surveys were conducted at NTS in July and August in advance 
of the experimental phase of the reactor testing activities at Jackass Flats and to provide a 
followup for faXout studies conducted.during Operation PLUMBBOB. Under AEC direction, 
personnel of the Atomk Energy Project of the University of California at Los Angeles made 
ground surveys, which included the collection of soil, plant, and animal sampIes in the Jackass 
F’lats area, and the U. S. Geological Survey conducted airborne survey& The aerial surveys 
were completed in earIy August. The UCLA personnel also conducted a plutonium survey and 
a strontium and cesium survey in areas contaminated by past tests. (End of UNCL&SSIFTED 
section.) 

Participation in Fall 1958 Weapons Tests 

In Septem’Ser, and continuing into Ott Effects Test Group and the Of- 
fice of Civil md Defense Mobilization participated in the weapons tests at NTS. Field work 
included measurement of fallout by personnel of the UCLA Atomic Energy Project, with aerial 
raciiation moLtoring by the U. S. Geological Survey. The air rmrvey capability was made avail- 
able to the test site radiological safety organization for onsite or offsite emergency assi5- 
men& A second project involved the continuation of studies of the angular distribution of 
prompt bomb radiation in the air and studies of the shielding characteristics of light fi=e 
houses against prompt gamma and neutron radiation. This project, as in Operation PLUhlB- 
BOB, ta5 &kg performed by personnel from Oak Ridge NatioraI Laboratory. In another proj- 
ect, the effects of nuclear detonations on AX! test structures in regions of high blast pres- 
sores and prG;mpt radiation were being studied. 

Under an AEC research contract, personnel from Eb’ghlancis University of Las Ve,gas, h’ew 
d bo’anical field studies initiated during *ration PLUMBBOB. (End of 
section.) 

Civil Effects Task Units (UNCLASSIFIED) 

__=. A meet3g of the AEC Blast Biology Task Unit a held in August at Albuquerque under 
the ctirmzship of Dr. C. S. White of the Lovelace Foundation, The task tit reviewed the 
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state of howledge of blast biology, determined the priorities of needs for data, and was to 
make recommendations as to the field and laboratory experiments required to obtain these 
data. A similar meeting of the Thermal Biology Task Unit was held in Washington, D. C., in 
September uher the chairm&hip of Dr. Herman Pearse. of the Unlverslty.of Rochester. : . . . . 

. 
Radiation ~¶o~toi-1ng’Instruments ’ ’ 

. . . 
’ 

Plans were made for the evaluation of two prototype instruments combining a portable 
transistor radio and a rahiation dose rate meter that have been developed for clviltan use. 
Twenty-five instruments of each type will be distributed to AEC laboratories and selected 
fieId personnel for test and comment. 

EXPANSION OF RESEARCH 
. - . .._ -. 

A comprehensive analysis and evaluation of the biology and medicine research program 
uas completed during the quarter. This review was conducted in accordance with recommen- 
dations made during the 1957 hearings of the Joint Committee on “The Nature of Radtoactive 
Fallout and Its Effects on Man” that the AEC’s biomedical program be examined as to possible 
need for increased research effort in-order to accelerate ,resolution of the problems of the 
biological hazards of radiation and radioactive fallout. The testimony at the hearings brought 
out that there u-as a well balanced AX-supported research program in biology and medicine 
and that any proposed increase in research should not be at the expense of long-term basic 
research by a diversion of effort to a multitude of short-lived programmatic research projects. 

As a result of this review the Commission approved, for pIarming purposes, a 5-year plan 
for continued expansion of research in biology and medicine, emphasizing particularly the bio- 
logical hazards of radiation associated with peaceful and military uses of atomic energy. 

BERYLLTUM SURVEYS 

Because of the health hazards associated with beryllium handling, the Health r&d Safety 
Labratory of the New York Operations Office (HASL) is continually studying beryllium opera- 
tions and hazards in connection with AEC contractor activities in this field, as a part of its 
environmental health services and studies. 

Surreys of occupational exposure to beryIlium dust at the new Beryllium Corporation plant 
at Hazelton, Pennsyivania, were conducted in January and May 1958. The May survey showed 
that all production employees were receiving five or more times the maximum accep’abIe con- 
centration. k ;;as decided to shut down the refinery until major changes in equipment and op- 
erations cu_ild be made. 

A similar survey of the new Brush Beryllium Company refineq at Elmore, Ohio, con- 
duc!ed tiring the plant shakedown period, showed a large number of the 108 persons studied 
were being exposed to excessive concentrations of beryllium. HASL made recommendations 
for improving dust control. It. was decided that air concentrations vere not sufficiently baz- 
arlous to _;a.rrant closing the plant, but that extensive plant modifications were needed to 
ensure satisfactory .operations. ]13OE &.&BCHE”#T$ 

In July representatives of H4SL and the Chicago Operations Office reviewed diconfkamira- 
tion of the AEC beryllium production plant at Luckey, Ohio. Good progress had been made in 
decon’amiration since the plant closed down in December 1957, but cleanup probably nill’no? 
be completed before May 1959. HASL will continue to advise the contractor on decontzmination 
procedures and will help perform periodic tests of certain equipment and buildings r;hich have 
been decontar=inated. 
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RADIOLOGICAL INCLDENT CENTER 

A Radiological Incident Center was established at AEC headquarters in Germantown to 
coordinate actions required in the event of a radiation incident, The center wlll.be active only 
In the event of an incident of sufficjent magnitude to warrant Its utilization to coordinate head- 

- quarters responsibilities in such matters as public relations and Congressional notification, 

and to assist the responsible field office in obtaining help to cope with the Incident. 

TRAIMNG AND EDUCATION 

Summer Institutes in Radiation Blolon 

h’egotiations were begun for the establishment of training courses in radiation biology for 

high school science teachers, to be held at 15 to 17 urdversities In the summer of 1959. Siml- 
lar summer institutes were held at 12 universities in 1958. These institutes in radiation biol- 

ogy are supported by the AEC in cooperation with i&e National Science Foundation (NSF) under 
an arrangement whereby the AEC contracts with the universities offering the courses and lht? 
NSF assists the teachers attending the institutes. In its over-all program for summer insti- 
tutes ior 1959 the NSF will support 300 institutes presenting courses in science and mathe- 
matics. (End of UNCLASSIFIED section.) 
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Part IX 

International Activities 

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION (LJ-NCLASSIFLED) . ’ 

. International Atomic Energy Agency 

The Second Annual General Conference of the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) 
opened September 22 and was still in session at the end of the month. Chairman McCone, head 

of the United States delegation, proposed a six-point program for the IAEA: 

1. A program of training and research leading to increased use d radio- 
isotopes, 

2. Development of international health and safety standards and regulations, 
procedures for the accountability of material, and measures to solve the third- 
party liability problem, 

3: Establishment of the IAEA as a central coordinating body for the training 
of nuclear scientists, 

41 Research projects to be financed by the United States and carried out in - 
member countries under contracts with the WA, 

: 

i 

3 

5. A Iorg- range program to assist members to ob’aining power facilities, and 

6. Conr’nued development of the IAEA as a center for the coLlection and dis- 
tribution of scientific information. _ 

Mr. McCone’s statement was generally well received as a reaffirmation of strong United 
States support for the IAEA. 

The Board 0’ Governors of the L4?ZA submitted to the General Conference a proposed 
program and budget for calendar year 1959. T’he budget to+zled $6,725,090, of nhich 
$1,500,000 eras for fellowships, equipment grants, and construction of a radioisotope labora- 
tory in Vienna. Yt3e $1,500,000 v;as to be funded through voluntary contributions of member 
states, while the remaining $5,225,000 was to be funded according to the I.AIA assessment 
formula. The UrZted Sates pledged ~500,000 to the vo:u.n:ary fund plus up to S250,OOO to 
match all o5er cxtributions after the fund reached a to+& of $l,OOO,OOO.* D()E $;c:E;T,mg 

Kegotiations continued during the quarter on the agreement for coopention bet-i;eEn ihe 
L4IA and the United S!ates. A subcommittee of the ,Eoard of C&ernors -2s Z.&O considering 

agreements xi’& 5e United Kingdom and the USSR. III %p:ember the Board of Gnver-nors - 
ap?rored draft agreements for cooperation with fire in?erritional or@nizations: InterratiOri 

)C :r:_-_ * - 

l Toe General Conference approved the program ad k&get for 1959 in October. 
0.. 51’ _ .i-’ - i ‘T_ 
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INTERNATIONALACTNITIEB 

Labor Organlzatjon, Food and Agriculture Organlzatlon, World Meteorologfcal Organlzatlon, 
World Health Organization, and United Nailone Educational, Sclentiflc, and Cultural Organlza- 
tion. The lxxxrd also approved the creation of a Scienttffc Advisory Committee responsible to 

. the Director General. 

The fi&t of the two m;bile radioisotope training laboiatoriee to be donated to the IAE’A by 
the United States was presented at the Second General Conference after having been displayed 

at the Geneva Conference. . 

A three-man IAEA team visited Pakistan late in July for general consu.ltations on the 

Pakistan3 atomic energy program. The team consisted of J. T. Weills of Argonne National 

Laboratory, H. A. C. McKay of the Atomic Energy Research Establishment at Harwell, and 
Ole Pedersen, Danish IAEA staff member. 

The JAEA mission to Latin America completed its assignment on July 17. The mission 
visited 17 Central and South American countries, was cordiaHy received everywhere, and ap- 
peared to have fulfilled ita objective of evaluating prospects for atomic energy tralnlng and 

development in Latin America. ! 
, 

At the end of September, 69 nations were participating memInx of the LAEA. 

European Atomic Energy Community,, 

In September, representatives ofithe United States and the European Atomic Energy Com- 
munity (Euratom) met in Brussels to/be&in organization of the joint nuclear power program 

-and tn negotiate certain changes in th’e agreement for c’ooperation to reflect the view ex- 
PreSSed by Congress. In August, the general international agreement between the United States 
and Euratom had been approved by Congress, and the necessary legislation to implement the 
joint program had been enacted, including authorization and appropriation of $3 milIion to 
start the research and development program in fisc.a.l year 1959. The revised agreement for 
cooperation with Euratom will be placed iormaily before’the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy 

in January 1959. . 

The United Kingdom appotnied A. H. Tandy as its representative to Euratom-, the European 

Common Market, and the European Coal and Steel Community. Mr. Tandy succeeded Sir 

William hfefklereid, who is retiring. 

Negotiations between the United Kingdom and Euratom continued during the quarter. The 
projected United Kingdom-Euratom agreement is expected to be a broad political convention, 
providing a basis for commercial contracts for the sale of British power reactors and for 
coDperz.-lion in nuclear research. 

Org2niz.ation for European Economic Cooperation J)QJz ARcxIVE8 

An A_EC team visited Belgi& in July to discuss further detzils of cooperation betxeen the 
United Sates and the Organization for European Economic Cooperation (OEEC) in connection 
with the processing plant to be constructed at Mol, Belgium, by the European Cornpay for the 
Cbemicil Processing of Irradiated Fuel (Eurochemic). It xas pJLxmed that United Sktes as- 
sistance would include the long-term assignment of a design consultant, and shorter risits by 
C’iiited S_z.tes personnel to Mol and by Eurochemic personnel to the United Fates. 

Rqresentatives of the AEC and the Department of State continued to assist the OEEC in 

its effo_-ts to solve the third-party liability problem. Discussions also conttnued regarding the 

scope CT United States cooperation in OEEC reactor projects. At the request of t?te OEEC, - 
pre1imir;ax-y discussions xere held in GeneFa in Aq~st and Septemlxr regarding the feasi- 
bility ai a heavy water reactor,project in Sweden and the possibility of United States coopera- 

tion in this project. 

. _.-. 
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JNTERNATJONAL ACTNJTJES 

At a meeling held in Paris in June to study the feasibility of constructing a heavy water 
production plant in Iceland, lt was concluded that (1) more technical and site information would 
be needed and (2) a small standing committee of experts on heavy water processes and indus- 
trfial construction should be formed to collect and evaluate required data. 

On July 22 the statute of the European Nuclear Energy Agency was amended lo permit 
Spain to become an associate member. 

* . 

AGREEMEhTS FOR COOPERATION . 

Wtth the coming Into force of the research agreement with Ireland on July 9, there were 
42 bilateral agreements for cooperation in effect wtth 40 countries; 30 of these were for 
research and 12 were for power. On September 30 there were, in addition, 3 research and 4 
power agreements awaiting rattfication. 

The research agreement with Brazil was amended to increase the maximum quantity of 
uranium that can be provided to Brazil under the agreement from 6 to 15 kilograms of con- 
tained uranium 235 at 20 percent enrichment. The research agreement with Denmark was 
amended to permit the transfer of 90-percent-enriched matertal for use in a research reac- 
tor. 

Activtties Pertaining to Agreements for Cooperation ., ’ 

-Australia. As a result of requests made by Australia for more extensive information ex- 
change, consideration was being given to amending the agreement for cooperation with that 
country to include transfer of classified information on fuel element fabrication, chemical 
processing, and the fast reactor and sodium reactor programs. It was planned to provide 
Australia with an edtted declassification guide and to explore the possibility of an exchange of 
personneL 

Austria. The Government of Austria requested amendment of its research agreement to 
permit the transfer of go-percent-enriched material. An 1nformaI draft of an amendment was 
submitted to the Austrian Embassy. (End of UNCLASSIFIED secliqn.l_ --__. L_ --.--.. -. _ _--- _._ ,..: >I__ .- -__, .._._ _-.r- 

/- - 
_._.--.F--- - -_ - 

Folloziig this meeting a review of the French military and atomic energy security pro- 
grams vas initiated by representatives of the AEC, the Department of Defense, and the De- 
partment o! State. The French were advised that any further action looking toward cooperation 
in the SUkZi rine propulsion field would.have to await the results of this review. (End of 

section.) 

Ls~rael (UNCLASSIFIED). During the quarter, Brockhaven began fabrication of a ~10% neu- 
tron cho;?er for sale to Israel on a government-to-government basis. 

-. 

! 

Japan. The poxver agreement with the United States, signed on June 16, Fas to b=e con- 
sidered in a special session of the Diet ahich convened Jate in September_ This agreement ;ras 
to receive t2e particular attention of five key members of the Japanese Diet, the chairman and 
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INTERNATIONAL ACTIVITIE8 ’ 

four membera of the Science hnd Technology Committee. Thie committee ie analogous to f.hO 
Unlted States Joint Committee on Atomic Energy. 

‘An amendment to the United State5 -Japan power agreement was prepared, ,wh.kh provjdea 
that special nuclear materlal produced in Japanese reactor5 fueled with materhla acquired 
from the United States and purchased by the United States under it5 option, wffl be used for _ . 
peaceful purpoeee only. Although it has been the policy d the United Statee, a5 stated in a 
public annoxncement by the President on November 18, 1956, that material5 so acquired will ‘. 
be used solely for peaceful purpo5e5, there was criticism in Japan of the comprehensive 
agreement with the United States because of the lack of an explicit guarantee in the body of the 
agreement_ This amendment will also increase by 250 grams the research quantities of plu- 
tonium which the Japanese may obtain from the United States and will permit transfer of 
highly enriched uranium to fuel research and testing reactore. . . 

The Japanese have shown interest in the United States-E&atom Joint program. They have 
asked if the United States is prepared to offer a similar program to Japan on a bilateral basis, 
especially with respect to the deferred payment for initial fuel inventory and the fuel cycle 
guarantee. The Japanese were referred to the October 1956 announcement that Export-Import 
E&r& loans were avaffable for the export of nuclear power plants on terms slmflar to those 
extended for conventional power plants. They were also reminded of the fact that the Euratom 
program FFZS designed specifically to meet unique circumstances, and of the initiative taken 
by the Euretom countries in formulating the program. The Japanese were told that any j’oint 
programs of this type with other nations or international groups would have to be tailored 
individually to the political, technological, and economic circumstancee. 

Phili&nes. The Philipptne Government formally notified the Department af State and the 
AEC tha.t it plans to “vigorously prosecute” its research reactor project. In 1955 the United 
S??tes offered to provide thk Philippine5 with a research reactor, and Congress authorized the 
expenditure of $500,000 for this purpose. 

Spain. The Spanish Nuclear Energy Board signed a contract with Atomic8 International 
for design studies for the projected 20,000-electrical-kilowatt testing and experImental power 
reactor. If it is decided to build such a plant in Spain, the dollar costs are lf!xely to kCome 
the subject of a Ioan request. 

Switzerland. Arrangements were made to transfer to the University of Geneva the AGN- 
201 trainkg reactor exhibited by the AEC at the commercial exhibit held in Gene= in con- 
junction Ki,‘Lh the Second International Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy. The 
Universie of Base1 completed arrangements for purchase of the AGN-211 research and train- 
ing react& being &splaied at the Brussels World’s Fair until November 1. 

Venez-ela. The Venezuelan Government notified the AEC in August that it’ vzs ready to 
proceed tith consideration of the power agreement negotiated with the former govea?unent d 
Venezuela in 1957. Signing ceremonies were scheduled for October 8. 

Resezch reactor grants. Payment of a $350,000 research reactor grant r;as made to the 
Federal Republic af Germany in July for the l,OOO-kilowatt pool-type research reactor et 
hlunich btit by AMF Atomics. This ns the second acti payment made under the research 
reactor program; commitments had been made for a total 19 16 Sante as of SE?te=Ser 30. 

A request was received from the Government of lran for a grant to cover part of the cost 
of a 1,000 -kilowatt pool-type research reactor. The Utiversity of Tehran signed a contract 
~9th AMF Atornics for the construction of this reactor. Processing d the request for a grant 
a-iiaited the coming into effect of the United &?&es-Iran research agreement, =h.icE uas sipned _ __ 

in 1957 bL? had not yet been ratified by Lran. (End of UXCLkSSIFlED section.) 
__.- _ 
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INTERNATIONAL ACTIVITIES 

OTHER FOPYrlGN ACTIVITIES 

_._-.__- -.______.. .- _.-. 
- Brazil (LYCLASSIFLED). The first radfofsotope produced fn South Amerfca’ (180 mtllf- 

curies of iodke 131) was presented to officials of the University of Minas Geraia at cere- 
monies held fn August in Sao Paulo. The radiofsotope was produced in the 5,000-kilowatt pool- 
type Sao Paula research reactor, which went into operation in January 1958. 

An agreement for cooperation for the peaceful uses of atomic energy ~cas signed by Brazil 
and Italy on @ember 6. This agreement provides for the following, insofar as the domestic 
legisiation and international commitments of both’parties permit: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Exchange of unclassified technical~fnformation, 

Pzciprocal assistance in research, 

Exchange of scientists and technicians for teaching and observation parposee, 

tillaI&ation of Italian personnel in prospecting for uranium and thorium iu 
Brazil, and 

5. Eventual arrangements for Italian processing, for Brazil, of Brazilian atomic 
minerals. 

. 
The qgrec~ent, which will be effective-for 3 years and renewable automatically for like 

periods, is accompanied by a letter in which the limitations placed on Italy’s actions by it.6 
treaty obliga-,‘>on to Euratom are explained and acknowledged._ ’ 

d-&. FoIloffing the May 24 accident, decontamination of the National Research Unf- 
versa1 (hRUj reactor building vias’carried out, and h?iU was brought back into operation 
August 15 at zn initial power level of 100 Mloxatts. The reactor was operated in the l,OOO- to 
2,OOO-Klo;;;=~ range F;hile the fuel elements of the dra-irn sheath type n-ere being replaced by 
elements of -2e bonded sheath (extrusion clad) type. The refueling took pIace at a rate of five 
to six eleme-- _s a day and was completed by the end of September. Full-poFer operation was 
scheduled for October. NRU is the world’s largest research and testing reactor, aith a design 
power level cf 200,000 kiloaatts. 

DOE AW~~~Q?@ 
The Kac:ti Research Experimental (KRX) reactor resumed operation August 8, after 

having been cut down since July 17 because of an accidental spill of irradiated cobalt peliets. 

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL), expressed interest in Ieasing heavy rater 
from the Ur::ed Sates in accordance aith the new AEC policy. AECL needs about 30-35 tons 
for the projected ZEEP-If reactor at Chalk River and apparently feels it would be atin’ageous 
to lease’& 3eavy ‘Rater, rather than to purchase it. ZEEP-II is to be built for the purp’ose of 

studying lat-t:=e arrangements for large power reactors and aill have served its major purpose 
Fithin 5 years after its completion. 
- -..~ - 
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El Salvador. The United Stales agreed to assist the School of Medicine of the Unlvexilty 

of El Salvador in establishing a medical radioisotope program. It was expected that the Inter- 

national Cooperation Administration would make available to El Salvador approximately . 
‘_ $13,000 worth of nuclear equipment. c 

France.- The Commlesariat a I’Energie Atomlque (CEA) announced that its proton syn- . 
chrotron %aturne” went into operation at Saclay.ln August. This accelerator, which produced 
proton energies of 2.5 billion electron volts in its first test, 1s one of the largest in operation. 

It was reported that Japanese officials intend to hold discussions with the important French 
chemical firm, Air Liquid@, on possible assistance in prospecting for and working Japan’8 
uranium ore resources, as well as assistance in setting up plants to produce heavy water. 

The second French plant to produce uranium concentrates was reported to be in full 
operation near Limoges in central France. The initial capacity of the plant Rae 200,000 tons 
of ore per pear, with a scheduled increase to 600,000 tons by the end of 1959. A 150,000-ton 
plant hai been in operation since July 1957 near Clisson in western France. The capacity of 
this plant F;as to be doubled by October 1958. 

Germany. A draft bill on atomic insurance was submitted to the German Cabinet. This 
bilI would provide for compensation up to a maximum of 500 million marks (about $120 mtI- 
lion) for damage not covered by existing insurance, arising from a reactor accident. 

An agreement for cooperation beheen Germany and the United Kingdom was reported to 
be under negotiation in Bonn. This agreement would cover matters not included in the 

Euratom-United Kingdom agreement. 

Ireland. After a 2-year study, the Irish Atomic Energy Committee submitted to its 

government a report. on the Irish atomic energy program. The committee recommended (1) 
ergansion of research on uses of radioisotopes, (2) keeping close watch on Power reactor de- 
velopments, (3) a l,OOO-kiloffatt pool-type research reactor as the most suitable type for 
Ireland at the present time, and (4) establishment of an “Atomic Energy Eoard” which would 
be responsible for the research reactor and the Irish atomic energy program in general. 

Italy. On August 31 the British Nuclear Power Plant Company and the Societa Italians 
Meridiondle per 1’Energia Atomica (mA) signed a contract for the construction of a 
200,000-electrical-kilowatt Calder HiU-type atomic poxer station at Latina, south oi Rome. 
Completion is scheduled for late 1962. 

The International General Electric Company was selected by the Societa Elettronucleare 
liazionale {SEhh’) to build its projected po=er reactor in southern Italy. 

Neu Zealand. Kew Zealand ergresred interest in ob‘Wni.ng a contract from the United 
States for the sale of uranium from the recently discovered deposits in the Puller area ai 
South Island. se-x Zealand c;as advised that the prospects for concluding such a contract at 
this time were not promising. B)()B ~~CrnVEI 

Philippines. The Philippine Congress enacted the Science Act o.i 1958, F;h.ich placed the 

Phjlippine atomic energy program under the direction of a h’ational Science &relopment 

Board, the chairmvl of F;hich F;as given brad poTerB. The Science Act of 3956 also estab- 
lished a Philippine Atomic Energy Commission, headed by a single commissioner F;ho re- 
ports to the board. 

United Kingdom. On July 24, the United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority (U-A) 
pubbcly released its “Fourth Annual Report of Activities,” covering the year ending b’%rch 31, 
1958. The report shoxsthatonhfarcb 31, 1958,the UEU?A had 23 reactors operable or In 
adxznced s’lages of construction, titi 13 actually In operation. Ten of those in ope=Uon are 

_ . _. -r* *. 
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iesearch and testing reactors of various types at the United Ktngdom Atomic Energy Repearch 
Establishment at Harwell, while the remaining three are part of the dual-purpose Calder Rail 

station. . . * 
. . 

The third dnd finzk rep&t of the committee appointed to examine‘the Windscale incident 
last year was Published early in July.. The UKAJZA decided to’abandon the damaged Windscale - . 

No. 1 reactor, bk had m’ade no decision regarding disposition of the undamaged No. 2 reactor. . 
. . 

TECHNICAL EXCHANGE AND ASSISTANCE 

United States-United Kingdom Cooperation . 

During the July-September quarter United States teams visited the United Kingdom for 
classified and unclassified discussions on standard Calder Fiall fuel element technology and 
uncIassified Giscussions on shielding and ruthenfum chemistry. United Kingdom representa- 
tives visited the Argonne National Laboratory for classified discussions on graphite tempera- 
ture coefficients and xenon instabilities. One of these representatives visited Fianford for 
unclassified discussions on the Physical Constants Test Reactor. _ :. . _- 

The first meetings pursuant t0 tie new United States-United Kingdom agreement for CO- 

operation on the uses of atomic energy for mutual defense purposes were held in Washington, 
D. C., in August and in Albuquerque in September. (See Part III-Weapons.) 

Seventeen United States representatives were authorized to attend conferences on con- 
trolled thermonuclear research in the United Kingdom before and after the Geneva Conference. 
Preliminary 2roposais were under consideration for the exchange of United States and United 
Kingdom personnel engaged in controlled thermonuclear research for extended assfgnments. 

: _ 

United States -Canada Cooperation . 
. . : . .__ . 

A number of visits were exchanged and conferences held with Canada on process develop- 
ment, heavy Kater power reactors, the hRU incident, shipments of NRX and NRU fuel ele- 
ments, low-temperature neutron irradiation, the joint sheath program, and the actinium and 
radium programs. 

United SMes -Australia Cooperation 

Professor J. P. Baxter, Chairman of the Australian Atomic Energy Commission, visited 
AEC headriuarters and field instzllations for discussions on the United States-Australian 
agreement for &operation, nuclear poffer, and the Combined Development Agency contracts 
for the outpur of the Rum Jungle and Radium Hill operations. 

Pre- and Post- Geneva Conference Discussions 

A number of AEC staff members and contractor representatives attended discussions in 
the United Kkgdom, Belgium, France, and other countries, in their fields of interest, before 
and after the Second International Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy, held in 
Gene72 Sepkzober l-13. These discussions included classified meetings in Blgium 2nd the 
United Kingdsm on feed materials and physical me’tallurm, and classified disccssiozs io the 
United FZnglsm on fuel fabrication technology, reactor physics, and chemical processkg. 

International Congress of Industrial Chemistry 

Represes’atives of the AEC participated in the Thirty-first Internationzl Congress of 
Industrtil Ck_rmistry, held in Liege, Bigturn, September 7-18. Tao United States Fapers 
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NS Savannah Trainlng Program 
I . . . 

h a result’of kplrles by Germany, Norway, and Sweden tnto the posslbillty of their 

representatives observlng the construction of the NS Savannah, constderatfon was being given 

to setting up a tralnlng course for 15-20 forefgn nationals who are experienced marine engl- 

neem or the equivalent. This course would start early In 1950 and would be the same as the . - 
tdning program for the engineertng officers of the NS Savannah, whtch was to start in the 
fall af 1958. 

Heavy Water for India 

In accordance with the new AEC policy permitting lease of heavy water to fore@ and 
domestic users, the Government of India was informed that the United States could now act 

favorably on its request for 15 tons of heavy water for use in Zerlina, the zero energy re- 
search reactor being butlt at Trombay. 

, 

Technical mcumente Exchange 

During the July-September quarter, 56 classified and privileged documents were received 
from foreign countries: 31 from the United Kingdom and 25 from Canada. The United States 
transmitted 61 documents: 19 to the United Kingdom, 16 to Canada, 12 to Belgium, g to 
Australia, and 5 to the Netherlamb. 

Visit Summary 

During the quarter, 46 United States scientists participated in 32 classified conference8 . 

in foreign countries, while 8 United Ktngdom and Canadian representatives attended 3 clae- 

sified meetings in the United States.. 

On an unclassified basis, arrangements were made during the quarter for 202 individuala 

representing 29 fore&n countries to visit AEX field insta.Llationn. Included in this total were 

two 12-man teams of Japanese industrial technicians sponsored by the International Co3pera- 
tion Administration. 

TFXWXG AND EDUCATION 

Puerto Rico Nuclear Center 

The Pderto Rico Nuclear Center’s first l-year program in nuclear science and engineer- 
ing, leading to a master of science degree, started in July at tempo- facilities provided by 
the University of Puerto Rico. The Center, developed with the cooperation of the Uni=rsitp of 
Puerto Rico to offer instruction and training in Spanish, also offers a 4-week radioisotope tech- 
niques training course. Reactor and laboratory facilities being constructed to provide better 
instruction will be completed in 1980. 

Traiting Cc&-se6 

The n-nber of foreign natiorals receiving nucleu energy training in AEC in_s’&tio~ 
continued to increase during the Ju.lF-September quxter. 

The btemz.tio?& School of Nuclear Science and Engineering (KhsE) at Argonne h’aticjnal 
Labooratoq 2nd the d-week radioisotope training course given by the Ga_k Fledge Institute of 
fu’uclear S?Jdies were filled to capacity, although the backlog of pending applications 5;a6 cut 
down, pzrtl-y as a result of the growth of the Puerto Rico Nuclear Center. The eigh‘& session 
of fSS,cE &gan on September 17 with an enrollment.of 7 students from the United ,S%ates and 
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50 students from 18 foreign countries. Attending.thi6 session are 10 participants sponsored . 
by the International A!omIc Energy Agency. 1’ . 

Three new courses open to foreign nattonal were organtzed during the quarter. The course 
in radiochemIcal and radiation counting procedure6 to be given by the Health and Safety Labora- 

tory of the New York Operatlone Office was scheduled to start on October 6. The laboratory 16 . _ 

prepared to offer up to four seesfone of this B-week course each year, to about 61x Students per . 
course. 

The other two new courses are to be given at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory starting 

in February 1959. The reactor hazards evaluation course is a lt-month course, wMle the 

reactor supervilsore course is a g-month course. Ten to 15 students can be accommod2ted in 
each course. 

In addition to the formal courses offered by the AEC, special traintng is arranged for 
foreign students at other AEC lnstallatio~, such a6 the University of California Radf2tion 
Laboratory and Brookhaven National Laboratory. The AEC also gives counsel on an individual 
basis to student6 seeking further study in nuclear science 2nd technology in United States col- 
leges, untversitiee,, hospitile, research institutions, 2nd industrial plant& 

_- 

DISAkAhIENT ‘. 
.: . 

The conference of technical experts proposed by President Eisenhower to study method6 
of detecting violations of a possible agreement on the susperision of nuclear tests concluded 

its work on August 21;.The meeting began on July 1 in Geneva and was attended by a delega- 
tion of Western scientists from Canada, France, the United Kingdom, and tie United States and 
by delegations of scientists from Czechoslovakia, Poland, Romania, and the USSR 

The conference agreed unanimou’sly to a final report which discussed basic methods for 
detection and identification of nuclear explosions, technical equipment of a control system, and 
conclusions on the n&re of a control system. It was concluded that “it is technically feasible 
to set up with certain capabilities and limitations a workable and effective control ST-stern for 
the detection of violations of a possible agreement on the worldwide cessation of nuclear 
weapons tests.” 

On August 22 the President announced that the United States F;as prepared to erter negotia- 
tions for an agreement for the suspension of nuclear weapons tests and the actcal es’kblish- 
ment of an international control system, and that the United States was also prepared, “unless 
testing is resumed bythe Soviet Union, to withhold further testing on its part of atomic =d 
hydrogen ,weapons for 2 period of one year from the beginning a’ the negotiatiox.” Tkie Presi- 
dent proposed October 31, 1958, as a date for beginning negotiations. On August 29, Pre-ier 
Khrushchev announced that the USSR was prepared to begin negotiations on the Czte proxsed 

by President Eisenhower. 

The USSR also accepted a United States proposal for expert6 to meet in Geneva to tiCus 

the technical aspects of preventing surprise attack. The USSR suggested h’ovembr 10, 1958, 
2s 2 starting dzte for the t.aLks. 

INTERh’ATlONAL MEETINGS DOE ARCHrnS 
Unfted Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation 

The report of the United Nations Scientific Committee on the Effecti of ‘Momic PaGirtion 
F;as released to the public on August IO. An AEC statement commenting favor2bly on the re- 
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port was rereased at the same time. The AEC concurred in a recommendatton of the BPzrt- 
ment of State that the United States support the continuation ai the Scientific Committee. 

Topical Conferences 

AEC financial support in the amount of $6,325 was given to an unclassified conference 011’ 

’ “Stopping Peer,” held at Gatlinburg, Tennessee, September 15-M. The Natlonal Science . 
Foundation gave equal support to this conference, which dealt with the penetration of charged 
particles in matter and was attended by about 50 scientists representing 12 countries. 

Second Interzattonal Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy 

The Second United Nations International Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic ’ 
Energy, held in Geneva, Switzerland, September l-13, was the greatest scientiftc gathering 
of its kind ever convened. A total of 0,300 persons, including 2,700 accredited delegates from 
6Q countries and 9 specialized agencies of the United Nations, 3,600 official observers from 
46 countries, and Qll accredited representatives of information media in 36 Countries, Par- 
ticipated ln the sessions held in the United Nations’ European headquarters in the Pelals &I 
Natlone on the outskirta of Geneva. 

The pr9nar-y function of the Conference wae the exchange of scientific end technical fnn- 
formation. The groviing volume of thle information on the peaceful uses af atomic energy Kpe 
demonstrated by the fact that more than twice as many papers were submitted In 1858 a6 were 
offered in 1955. Delegates from 48 governments and six intergovernmental orgazltr&one sub- 
mitted 2,135 papers on all phases of nuclear ocience and technology. Even by schedultng five 
series of parallel technical sessions, the United Nations was able to allow time for the oral 
presentatio=1 of only 722 papers in 77 technical sessione during the 2-week period. All papers 
ailI be prirfed in the Proceedings of the Conference, which will be published by the United 
Nations in ‘t.e spring of 1859. a _. ._- 

The technical sessions were supplemented by an impressive array of technical exhibits 
prepared by 20 nations and displayed in a temporary exhibit building contairJng 90,000 square 
feet of fioor space constructed on the Ptiis grounds especially for the Conference. The 
United Kations also sponsored the showing af more thzn 50 films provided by nine rAtions, at 
regularly scheduled hours during the Conference. 

United States participation. The United States ma& a major contribution to every phase 
of the Conference. More than 700 of the 2,135 technical papers were submitted by the United 
States, 2s =ere 231 of the 722 papers presented orally. The United States 525 the only nation 
to present zt least one oral paper in every one of the 77 techn.icaJ sessions at ‘he Con!eience. 

EquaKF impressive was the United States contribution to the Technical Exbiblt _;;hich s;a6 
vieFed b zlore than 100,000 persons during the 2-week period. The United S%ates exhibit 
occupied roughly almost half of the total exhibit area utilized by the 20 natiors represented.. 
Every field of nuclear science and technology vias included Fn the United “States area exFlibits. 
Most iopressive to both the scientists and the generaI public was the large number of full- 
sized o>src+-ing laboratory devices and experimental equipment, including tie rerezrcb 2nd 
training reactors, a computer facility, a radioisotope laboratory, a hyriroco bJbJle r’r;ber, 
a Fhole-bz-dp radiation counter, and seven experimental devices for research on controlled 
thermonuclear reactions. DQE: ARCHIVE8 

The technical books, pamphlets, and films displayed by the United SMes also provided a 
large and sfgiLrican1 body of technical information on the peaceful uses of atomic energ. At 

z_ _ _ the Tech.rLti Information Center in the United States exhibit, scientists stood three abreast in 
lines x-ti’hg to receive more than 30,000 copies of technical literature distributed durizg the 
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Conference. The United States also gave the chief representatives of each country a 13-volume 
set of technical books written especially for the Conference. .: ’ 

>. 
The United States supplied 17 of the 51 tedhnicai film; presented by the United Nations 

and also exhibited 28 short films on specialized subjects in four small theaters in’the United ,’ 
Sk&S e-bit to-more than 15,000 persons in 1,550 showing& 

The United States furnished two of the’stx outstanding scientists who delivered lecture8 . . 
on topics of general interest on three ever&g8 during the Conferencd. . . 

Again, as in 1955, the United States parttctpated in the Commercial Exposition sponsored 
by the city and canton of Geneva tn the downtown area of Geneva during the Conference. More 

ihan 50 private companies engaged in the atomic energy industry in the Untfed States joined 

the Atomic Energy Commission in assembling one of the largest exhibits presented by the 
13 nations represented. . 

. ’ . . -, . . 1.. ‘_ 

Conference organization.’ United Nations plan8 for the s’econd Geneva Conference .were 
formulated by the Secretary-General’s Advisory Committee, on which the United State8 was 
represented by Dr. I. I. Rabi, Higgins Professor of Physics at Columbia University, who 

served in a similar capacity at the 1955 Conference. 
_ 

. . - . 

Officers of the Conference, who presided at the opening and closing general sessions, 
were: President, Dr. Francois Perrin, French High Commissfoner for Atomic Energy; Vice 
Presidents, Cesar Lattes (Brazil), Dr. W. B. Lewis (Canada), Dr. H. J. Bhabha (Indta), . 
Academician V. S. Emelyanov (USSR), Sir John Cockcroft (United Kingdom), and Dr. 1. L . 
Rabi (Unffed States).z . -._. . -. 

Administrative’direction of the Conference was provided for the United Nations by Dr. . 
Sifiard EWund (Sweden), Conference Secretary-General, and H0rni.N. Sethna (India), Deputy 
Secretary-General. . * 

The Utited States was represented at the Conference by 463 accredited delegates. Chair- 
man of the Cnited States delegation was Lewis L. Strauss, Special Assistant to the President 
on Atomic Affairs and former Chairman of the Atomic Energy Commission. Dr. Willard F. 
Libby, merctir of the Atomic Energy Commission, served as Vice Chatrman. Other chief 

representati;_es were James R. kIlljan, Jr., Special Assistant to the President for Science and 
Technology; Robert hlcKinney, United States representative to the International Atomic Energy 
Agency and Dr. Rabi. Special advisors to the United States chief representatives were Dr. 
Shields Warren, United States representative to the United Nations Scientific Committee on the 
Effects of X:omic Radiation, and John A. McCone, Chairman, Atomic Energy Commission- 

SeTen members of the Joint Committee on Atomic Enern served as spec’ti advisor8 to 
the Umted S--ates Delegation: Representative Carl T. Durham, Chairman of the Joint Com- 
mittee, Senifor John 0. Pastore, Senator Bourke B. Hickenlooper, and Represen’atives Craig 
Hosmer, Js-nes T. Patterson, Melvin Price, and James E. Van Zandt. Other hiembers of 
Congress who served as special advisors in Geneva were Representatives Frank J. Becker, 
A. S. J. Carrahan., John H. Dent, Peter Freylinghuysen, Jr., William J. Green, Walter H. Judd., 

L.udtiS TeUer, John M. Vorys, and William B. Widnall. BQIZ ARCHIIVES 
~;~ted Pates participation in the Conference was directed by Edward R. Gardner, Ekecu- 

tive IXrec!cr ’ of the United sates Delegation, and Director, Office of Special Project8, MOmiC 
EnerE Corission. Assisting him as Deputy Executive Director was Richard C. Hagan, 
Office of Lnternational Conferences, Department of State. The United States technical p+-am 
at Gecerr x2.5 planned and executed by Dr. L. D. P. King of the L&s -08 SiedifiC L?.bca_a- 

tars, xho Sen-ed aS TeChniCal Director. The public information program for the United State8 
-‘- 7 -- _. 
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Delegation =as directed by Luther Reid of the Department kf State. Howard C. Brown, Jr., of 
the Division of Biology and Medicine, Atomic Energy Commission, served a8 Director for 
Admlnlstr2tlon. A tot21 of 571 persons, not including local hires, was required to carry out 
the United States presentation. _ 

In the oplnla of the United States representatives and d _ Results of the Conference. 

spokesmen of many countries, the Conference was an outstanding success in bringing togethe? 

for the use of all the nations of the world information on the scientific and technical advances 

made in the peaceful uses of atomic energy since the 1955 Conference. A vast amount of new 
technical irJormatlon on all phases of peaceful uses of atomic energy uas revealed. Although 
the Conference produced no sensational news of scientific *‘breakthroughs,” it did supplement 
the world’s store of technlcal data on the peaceful uses of atomic energy wfth lnformatlon 
unknown or unavailable in 1955. Xew and promlslng uses of atomic eiergy were brought to 
light, and the tremendous increase in atomic energy activity in all parts of the world wae 
described. The Conference served to temper the Impression, widespread at the time of the 
1955 Conference, that the production of economic power from flssion 2nd fusion would be ob- 
tained quickly. Although the delegates from many nations expressed thelr confidence in the 
ultimate achievement of economic power from the ftsslon prodess, 2nd even later from the 

fusion process, several of the smaller countries announced that earlier plans for the construc- 
tion of nuclear power plants had been reduced in scope or extended further into the future. At 

the same time, hoffever, the large and serlous representation at the 1958 Conference from 
nations desirous of establishing their om programs demonstrated the ever-widening interest 

in attainment of economic civilian atomic power. 

A detziled report on the Conference will be included ln the Commlsslon’i ?kenty-fifth 
Semiannuil F&port to the Congress. . 

The c-xcess of the Second Geneva Coherence led to informal dlscussfons of the desire- 
bility of 2 third scientific meeting of this type. While Borne delegates &pressed the oplnlon 
that the Conference seas too large and too ambitious in attempting to cover all of the rapidly 
growing field of atomic energy, many more recognized the great value of a gen’eral conference 
in bringing together scientists from many nations 2nd dfscipllnes. By the time the Conference 
closed it r?peared that a third conference sas a strong proSability, with only the date to be 
determined. Francois Perrin, the Conference President, suggested that a ih!rd conference be 
held in 4 Feara, provided that saztisfactory means could be found to limit its size. In their 
closing prsss conference, the United States chief representatives stated that they would 
recommesd to their Government “that steps be taken at the next meeting of the appropriate 
agency of *he United h’ations to propose another conference of this generil chzracter in 

another three-J-ear period.” (End of UNCLASSIFIED section.) 
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